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FOREWORD

Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) is playing an increasingly important
role in the safe design and operation of nuclear power plants throughout the
world. The Agency supports this trend and its work in this area and has
focused on promoting, assisting and facilitating the use of PSA by reviewing
the techniques developed in Member States, assisting in the formulation of
guidelines and helping Member States to apply such guidelines in order to
enhance the safety of nuclear power plants.

In this context, a set of publications is being prepared for issue in
the IAEA Safety Series to establish a consistent framework for conducting and
documenting a PSA, and to facilitate review and utilization of the results.
One of the publications in this set aims at providing guidance on computer
codes for use in PSA.

This IAEA-TECDOC is a revised version of a report prepared by IAEA
consultants and submitted for review to a Technical Committee Meeting (TCM)
which was convened in Vienna from 25 to 29 September 1989. The papers
presented and other information provided by the participants of the TCM are
published separately as working material.

Since this TECDOC will provide the basis for the preparation of the
Safety Series report referred to earlier, it is requested that readers inform
the IAEA Scientific Secretary (see list of participants) of any omission or
inaccuracies in the compilation of the computer codes and give any comments
they have regarding the main text.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this material for the press, staff of the International Atomic Energy Agency have
mounted and paginated the original manuscripts and given some attention to presentation.

The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the governments of the Member States
or organizations under whose auspices the manuscripts were produced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

Computer codes are powerful tools to perform tasks of large complexity
that manual treatment can perform only with very high economic and time
penalties. Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) entails several laborious
tasks suitable for computer codes assistance. This guide identifies these
tasks, presents guidelines for selecting and utilizing computer codes in the
conduct of the PSA tasks and for the use of PSA results in safety management
and provides information on available codes suggested or applied in performing
PSA in nuclear power plants. However, no endorsement is suggested by the IAEA
to any of the codes included.

The guidance is intended for use by nuclear power plant system
engineers, safety and operating personnel, and regulators. Large efforts are
made today to provide PC-based software systems and PSA processed information
in a way to enable their use as a safety management tool by the nuclear power
plant overall management. Guidelines on the characteristics of software
needed for management to prepare a software that meets their specific needs
are also provided. Most of these computer codes are also applicable for PSA
of other industrial facilities.

1.2 Objective and Scope

In the framework of the Agency program to provide guidance on the
conduct of PSA, the objectives of this document are:

(1) To establish the role of computer codes in PSA level 1 (level 1 PSA
assesses plant failures leading to the determination of core damage
frequency).

(2) To provide guidelines and criteria on the selection and use of computer
programs.

(3) To provide information on available codes for the various identified
tasks and attributes of these computer codes for performing various
specific tasks.



The scope of this document is limited to computer codes used for the
treatment of internal events. It does not address other codes available
mainly for the analysis of external events (e.g. seismic analysis) flood and
fire analysis.

Codes discussed in the document are those used for probabilistic rather
than for phenomenological modelling. It should be also appreciated that these
guidelines are not intended to lead the user to selection of one specific
code. They provide simply criteria for the selection.

2. BACKGROUND ON THE USE OF COMPUTER CODES IN PSA

2.1 Historical Background

The genesis of PSA in the area of nuclear power dates back to 1970 when
results of the initial work on the use of probabilistic methodology in
accident analysis of nuclear power plants [VE70; GA70; SA70] were published.
From this work the first "nuclear industry" fault tree code PREP KITT [VE70]
was developed and used in a pioneer PSA study, the Reactor Safety Study
(RSS). This study started in September 1972, the first draft was finished two
years later and the final report [WA75] was completed in October 1975. During
this study the event tree methodology was established, and the code SAMPLE
[WA75] for uncertainty analysis was written and employed.

During the same time of the RSS several additional fault tree codes were
developed such as MOCUS [FU74], ALLCUTS [VA75], FTAP [RA78], and BAM [RU75,
LE76]. The development of fault tree codes continued in the years following
the RSS publication. In the US the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
sponsored the development of the WAM family of codes [LE76, ER78] and Sandia
National Laboratory developed the SETS code [WO78]. Another development of
methodology for risk assessment promoted by EPRI was the GO chart methodology
[RU 75, GA 78].

In parallel, outside the US, in several countries codes for PSA purpose
have been developed, e.g. DICOMICS [AS77], SALP [CO78), FAUNET [PL78), RISA
[BA83], RALLY [GU84), etc.



Computer codes for other areas of PSA also started to appear following
the RSS work. Among them, the CAT code [SA76] in 1976 for automatic
construction of fault trees, the first version of FRANTIC [VE77] in 1977 for
time-dependent component availability assessment, the CRESSEX code [GU84], the
IMPORTANCE code [LA77] and the COMCAN code for common mode failure analysis
[BU76].

Since the first years of PSA much effort was made to improve codes by
implementing new methodologies and adding improved options for input/output.
Some of the codes mentioned in this short historical review are replaced today
by more powerful versions or by codes of a new generation. These are covered
as much as possible in the survey of codes presented in Section 4.

2.2 The Purpose and Benefits of Computer Codes in PSA

The use of computer codes in PSA developed with the experience gained on
PSAs for Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). In the 1970s and 80s about 70 PSAs have
been conducted mainly to provide estimates of plant risk or on core damage
frequency. Until recent years it has been generally accepted that the main
benefits of performing PSAs include:

Identifying weak points in the design and/or prioritization of the
corrective actions associated with them.

- Evaluating the need for backfittings and/or prioritization of a
backfitting program.
Evaluating the impact of design changes, test and maintenance
procedural changes and the impact of new regulatory requirements.

These were the benefits pursued until the mid 80s. The computer codes used for
these PSA studies were mainly fault tree codes for qualitative and
quantitative analysis, importance analysis, uncertainty analysis codes and
codes for drawing large fault trees. Later on, codes to treat reliability
data (Bayesian analysis) were employed and in some instances codes for
dependent failure analysis were included. This type of computer codes use we
shall denote as "Computer Codes for Conducting PSA".

In recent years the attitude towards "Living PSA" gained increased
momentum. A "Living PSA" is one that is updated regularly to reflect changes
in plant design and operational procedures. A class of computer codes for



Living PSA exists today and many are undergoing further improvements to
facilitate applications such as:

- Assessment of plant safety level under actual operational
conditions including operational failure of systems when others are
on repair or maintenance. An estimate of an ad hoc allowable time
for repair may be assessed.
Evaluation of safety significance of operational occurrences.

- Assistance in improving operator and other plant personnel training.
- Developing accident management procedures based on the most

up-to-date information.
Decision making in different applications (Ex: maintenance
prioritization during refuelling, quality assurance prioritization,
etc. )

Computer codes used for these PSA applications are different from the
former mainly in their interactive capabilities obtained by using personal
computers (PC).

In most recent applications special attention is devoted to the use of
"living PSA" as a tool for Decision Making in three main areas, i.e.

for Safety Assessment Support,
for Plant Operation Support,
for Accident Management Support.

The rest of this section is devided into two parts:
(1) Computer codes used for conducting PSA.
(2) Computer codes used for decision making.

2.2.1 Purpose for Using Computer Codes in Conducting PSA

The Agency Safety Series report on "Guidelines for Conducting PSA in
Nuclear Power Plants" [IA89b] presents the process of performing a level-1 PSA
in terms of six major procedural steps and associated tasks. Table 2.1
reproduces these 34 tasks. Fourteen of the tasks can be supported by the use
of computer codes. These tasks are underlined in the table. Examples of
codes applied in performing most essential tasks given in Section 2.3. The
purposes and benefits of using computer codes for each of the tasks is further
described next.
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Within Table 2.1 application categories are indicated to reflect degree
of necessity of code application to fulfill the given task.
N - Necessary: codes exist, needed
D - Desirable: codes exist, proposed
P - Possible: codes exist, but not widely used for PSA

Table 2.2 indicates the use of codes in various countries.

(1) Team Training

The phase of training a PSA team, for preparing the professional staff
for conducting a PSA includes the review on computer codes. Many of the
available computer codes and particularly PC-based codes such as the PSAPACK
code [IA89a] can be used for training PSA analysts and other PSA team members.

(2) Initiating Event Selection

The task of initiating event selection has been performed manually in
most of the past PSAs. In recent work [HI89] a systematic and automatic
approach to initiating event selection was reported. It was assisted by a PC
program that identified initiating events based on the Master Logic Diagram
(MLD) method. The MLD includes plant specific design and operational
information and results of a functional fault tree analysis of the plant. In
this way potential core damage sequences are considered in the process of
selecting initiating events. The program also refers to a data base including
initiating event experience from other nuclear power plants.

The reported benefits of the automatic analysis are a significant saving
of the engineer's time and a reduction of errors, and greatly facilitates the
performance of changes.

(3) Event Sequence Modelling (Event Trees)

For event sequence definition certain input information is required
gained from deterministic time dependent process simulation. Information is
requested to determine system success criteria, i.e. to define mission times
in different operating phases, system redundancy levels, and alternative event
sequences.
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Table 2.1

Tasks Performed in PSA with the Aid of Computer Codes

Step No. in
"Guidelines for
Conducting PSA"

Task Table of Contents for Conducting
of PSA with Indication of Tasks
Suitable for Use of Computer Codes

Task No. Task Name Category

(2) Management and
Organization

1 Definition of PSA Objectives

2 Definition of Scope
3 Project Management
4 Methodology Selection and

Procedures Establishment
5 Team Organization
£ Team Training
7 Funding and Scheduling
8 Establish Technical Quality

Assurance Procedures

N

(3) Identification of
Radioactivity
Sources and Accident
Initiators

Plant/PSA Familiarization and
Information Gathering

10 Identification of Site Release
Sources of Concern

11 Identification of Plant Operating
States of Concern

12 Definition of Core Damage States
or other Consequences of Concern

1̂  Initiating Event Selection
14 Safety Functions
15 Function/System Relationships
16 Plant System Requirements
17 Grouping of Initiating Events
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Step No. in
"Guidelines for
Conducting PSA"

Task Table of Contents for Conducting
of PSA with Indication of Tasks
Suitable for Use of Computer Codes

Task No. Task Name Category

(4) Accident Sequence
Modelling

18 Event Sequence Modelling

18a Success Criteria Definition
18b Event Tree Modelling
19 System Modelling
19a Model Construction
19b Model Analysis
20 Human Performance Analysis
21 Qualitative Dependence Analysis
22 Impact of Physical Process on Logic

Models Development
23 Classification of Accident

Sequences into Plant Damage States

N
D

P
N

(5) Data Assessment and
Parameter Estimation

24

24a
24b
24c
25a
25b
26

Initiating Event Frequency
Assessment
LOCA Initiating Events
Transient Initiating Events
Other Initiating Events
Component Reliability Assessment

N
P
D

Common Cause Probability Assessment P
Human Error Probabilities P
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Task No. Task Name Category

(6) Accident Sequence
Quantification

27 Determination of the Accident
Sequence Boolean Equations

28 Initial Accident Sequence
Quantifications

29 Final Accident Sequence
Quantification

30 Uncertainty Analysis
31 Importance and Sensitivity

Analysis

N

N

N

N
N

(7) Documentation of PSA: 32
Display and Interpretation
of Results

33
34

Objectives and Principles of the
Documentation

Organization of Documentation
Generation of Study Documentation
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Table 2.2

A List of Codes Used in Various Countries in Conducting PSA Studies
(non-exhaustive list)

Country

Argentina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Chile
China
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany, Fed.Rep.
German Dem.Rep.
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Philippines
Poland
Romania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
UK

USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

Fault Tree Analysis and Related Codes Used for PSA Studies

FTAP, PSAPACK
WAMCUT, PAAE, PSAPACK
FTANS, KADO, PREP-KITT, SAMPLE, PSAPACK
SUPERPOCUS, TREE MASTER
ALLCUTS, PREP-KITT, FRANTIC, TREE MASTER, LOTR_3' PSAPACK
ALLCUTS
SETS
FAUNET, RIKKE
RELVEC, SETS
ESCAF, ELSA
RISA, RALLY, CRESSEX
FAULT-TREE, PSAPACK
PREP-KITT, FTAP, FRANTIC, SAMPLE, PSAPACK
PREP-KITT, ALLCUTS
ALLCUTS, FTAP
WAMCUT, SETS, PSAPACK
SALP-MP, SALP-PC, CAFTS, NUPRA
SETS, GO-FLOW, PNC-NETWORK, PSAPACK
FTAP, SETS
ALLCUTS
FTAP, SETS, FRANTIC, SAMPLE, PSAPACK
ALLCUTS, PSAPACK, FTAP
SETS, PREP-KITT, UITAPS, UPM-PIACR
RELTREE, SUPER-NET
PRISIM
ALLCUTS, FTAP, TREE MASTER
ISOGRAPH-FTA/TGR, ESSM, PSAPACK, RELVEC, ORCHARD, WAMCUT,
FTAP
SETS, WAMCUT, NUPRA, TEMAC, PRISIM, RAS and Other
VAMS, VNF, PSAPACK
FTAP

Event tree modelling has been performed manually in many past PSAs.
Computer codes mainly for PC were developed in the last years that include
computerized assistance for the event tree modelling. They are based on a
list of plant safety functions, the list of systems included under each
function and dependency matrices. More references and examples are given in
Section 2.3(b) below. The code PAAE [CN 84]which is part of the PSAPACK [IA
89a] uses this approach.
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(4) Systems Modelling (Fault Trees)

Computer codes were applied in performing this task since the early
PSAs. However, this task includes two aspects that were not addressed equally
by computer codes:

- fault tree constructions
- fault tree analysis.

While the latter was normally performed by computer codes to obtain the
large number of minimal cut sets, the first aspect was in most cases treated
manually. While the need to have computer aided fault tree construction was
felt since the early PSAs [SA76) only the development of tools as computer
aided design (CAD) and expert systems are bringing useful computer programs to
this area [PO88].

As will be further discussed in Sections 2.3 and 4 many different
computer codes are available for fault tree evaluation. The main difference
in computer codes for this subtask are:

- type of Boolean reduction approach (which affect speed and accuracy)
type of MCS truncation criteria

- type of modularization approach
- number of gates, events and cut sets treated

types of gates allowed in the fault tree model
- quantification of the contribution of the truncate cut sets.

(5) Qualitative Dependence Analysis (Dependent Failure Analysis)

Dependencies within the event sequences and the system fault trees are
treated under tasks (3) and (4) above. These are dependencies that can be
characterized as structural (shared element) dependent failures, time
dependent (phased mission) failures, common cause failures, and other types
(e.g. cold standby or the repair of multiple failures with limited capacity).
Most of these dependencies are treated in PSA and assisted by computer codes.
Codes such as BACKFIRE [CA77], COMCAN [BU76], WAMCOM [PU81] and RIKKE [TA81]
were employed separately in some cases.

The dependent failure analysis done under steps (3) and (4) is based on
using fault tree codes that can treat super trees such as those created by an
event sequence combining several systemic fault trees. By solving the Boolean
equations for the entire sequence, dependencies would be taken into account to
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the extent that they are reflected in the fault tree modelling. The
guidelines of the IAEA guide for conducting PSA in NPP [IA89b] provides
specific guidance in this area.

(6) Initiating Event Frequency Assessment

Some initiating events, like LOCA's or vessel rupture, are quantified
like basic events. Task (7) below addresses this application.

Others, like transients, are modelled by fault trees. In this case, the
paragraphs (4) above and (9), (10), (11) below apply.

(7) Component Reliability Assessment

Several PSAs used Bayesian techniques to update generic data with plant
specific operational experience to obtain updated plant specific frequencies
of initiating events and failure probability or rates of components. Examples
are given in Section 2.3.

A special case is the assessment of time dependent component
availability [VE77]. This is required for example in cases in which PSA is
used for technical specification evaluation. Special purpose computer codes
are also available for treating the time-dependent case of component
availability to obtain estimates on component unavailability considering
conditions involving test repair and surveillance. Recent, codes for
interrogation of PSA results include this option as a subroutine [CH87, BE87].

( 8) Common Cause Probability Assessment

Models for evaluating common cause failure probabilities of components
or equipments are available. A review of these models is included in a USNRC
sponsored study [MO88]. These models (e.g. Beta model, MGL model, etc.) do
not require elaborate computer codes. However, they could be included as
routines that treat failure data and prepare it for fault tree quantification.

(9) Determination of the Accident Sequence Boolean Equation
(10) Initial Accident Sequence Quantification
(11) Final Accident Sequence Quantification

17



These three tasks are performed, in most cases by a single code.
Therefore, they are discussed together. The fault tree codes are used for
these tasks with the failure input data which was prepared in previous tasks.
The large amount of information processed requires the use of large computer
codes that can handle a large fault tree representing several system fault
trees combined according to the event sequence analyzed. Many codes employ
techniques to develop independent subtrees automatically, others require
manual modularization or reduction of fault tree size in order to obtain a
solution. These tasks very closely interface with task (4) for the system
modelling.

In the course of the analysis the code is used several times for initial
quantifications and removing of inconsistencies, for trying several strategies
of truncations and ultimately for the final accident sequence quantification.

(12) Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analysis, similar to fault tree analysis, is always per
formed by computer codes. Since the time of the RSS that used the SAMPLE code
[WA75], many new codes and new methodologies for uncertainty analysis of the
core damage frequency of the dominant accident sequences were made available
[BO88]. The uncertainty analysis is mainly performed to obtain a measure of
the variability of the output data.

Basically, there are two approaches towards uncertainty analysis: some
codes use the Monte Carlo-Method; these are simple, flexible and time
consuming. Others apply the method of moments, which is fast, but less
precise, as these are only estimates of Tchebichev type for the resulting
distributions.

Variability in the model is sometimes done on the basis of Delphy
estimates. In most cases the uncertainty analysis starts from the Boolean
equations, i.e. the minimal cutsets derived in the former tasks. It requires
setting the probability distribution function to basic events failure rates or
failure probabilities including components, initiating events, and human
errors. An expert opinion on modelling uncertainty may also be included
[BO88]. The results are expressed in median, mean and 5th and 95th
percentiles for the top event (sequence core damage frequency).

18



(13) Importance and Sensitivity Analysis

Importance and sensitivity analysis are performed to:

(a) Obtain bounds in areas involving e.g. incompleteness (trying
several assumptions on hypothetical events), ignorance in modelling
(trying several modelling assumptions), ignorance in CCF data
(trying several assumptions of CCF values - beta method for
example).

(b) Obtaining hierarchy of component and system (or cut sets) important
to safety.

Sensitivity analysis is done by rerunning the codes several times and
performing task (11) above repeatedly. For performing importance calculation,
special codes are available as presented in Section 4.

2.2.2 Purpose for Using Computer Codes with Interrogation Capabilities
Suitable for Decision Making

Living PSA is a PSA which involves regular updating of plant logical
models and probabilistic data to reflect modifications both in physical
structure of the systems and in operational procedures. It is mainly used for
Decision Making purposes.

Decision Making is human judgement based on PSA results to supports
- safety assessment,
- plant operation,

accident management.

There is an international consensus [IA88a] to encourage the use of
personal computers (PC) for implementation of a PSA-based Operational Safety
Management Support (OSMS) system.

It is necessary to clarify the fact that there are some general
differences in the requirements which are necessary to be considered between
level 1 PSA and "Living" PSA:

- Modelling in "Living" PSA is more simple. It is normally necessary
to perform a simplification process (modularization) of the fault
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trees because of the difference between mainframe and PC
capacities. The modelling in PC is simpler than in the mainframe.

Other considerations could be taken into account, such as the
capacity of a number of characters for the basic event
codification. (Normally in PCs the characters number will be less
than in the mainframe). The number of identification characters for
plant components shall be taken into account by the users.

The above encouragement stems from the fast spread of PCs having
more computing power, high interactive capabilities, and from the large
amount of useful information on plant hardware, operation and safety
contained in the PSA results. The PCs facilitate easy and fast access to
PSA information required for investigating the effects of small changes
in the plant configuration. This will enable the PSA to be an effective
tool to support decision-making in response to changes in plant status.

To support decision-making on safety issues and occurrences in this
way either the PSA Level 1 analysis must be carried out interactively or
a scan of vast detailed information may be needed such as:

- List of core damage (CD) sequences and frequencies;
- Importance ranking of CD sequences for each accident initiator;
- Importance ranking of components, systems and human actions;

Safety impact of changes in physical structure of systems;
Safety impact of changes in Limiting Conditions of Operation
and Surveillance Test Intervals;
Probabilistic safety and reliability requirements or limits
not to be exceeded.

The purposes of computer codes in this case are either to process
the analysis efficiently or to store this information in a meaningful way
that lends itself easily to retrieval and processing. The desire for
on-line decision-making adds a requirement for interactive input/output
capabilities of these computer programs.

A code which is suitable for operational decision making can be
subdivided into three modules along the lines suggested in [IA88a]:

(1) An integrated software module that includes all the PSA tools
discussed for conducting a PSA.
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This module is different from the tools for conducting PSA in
its interactive input/output capabilities.

(2) A creator/editor module for respectively storing/retrieving
PSA results, logic models and data.
The purpose of this module, which is a new type of code not
included in the traditional PSA codes, is to keep the PSA
information for the specific plant ready for interactive
interrogation.

(3) A run-time end-user application module.
The purpose of this module, which also did not exist in
traditional PSA codes, is to allow for fast response
interrogation of the other modules to retrieve the required
answers on the issues that need resolution.

The benefits envisioned from these types of software tools are the
rationalization and fast response in the decisions on:

monitoring of plant safety status based on actual plant data
or unusual operating conditions;
risk level monitoring of plants (point risk and average annual
risk) ;

- improvements of technical specifications, maintenance testing
and operational procedures;

- optimization of changes in design or operational procedures;
improved training of plant staff in plant specific safety
issues.

2.3 Codes Applications in PSA Tasks Performance

This subsection provides examples of applications of computer codes
in past PSAs. These examples are taken from PSA publications and
symposia. They are by no means exhaustive.

2.3.1 Codes Applications in Conducting PSA
(a) Training of PSA Analysts

The IAEA is conducting a basic course of PSA methodology on a yearly
basis. The recent courses included training on personal computers of
fault tree construction, event tree construction, use of failure data
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and minimal cut set derivation for the accident sequences. The PSAPACK
code version 2.0 [IA89a] developed by the IAEA has been used for this
purpose. This computer package allows the trainee to construct and edit
his own fault tree on screen, to choose his data from the data banks of
this package and to use the FTAP code for Boolean reduction and cut set
derivation. Uncertainty analysis on cut sets can be performed using the
SAMPLE code also available as one of the options in the package. The
software is menu driven, which makes the entire process of using the
code for training very easy.

(b) Event Sequence Modelling (Event Trees)
(1) In the past, event sequences were treated mainly in manual ways,

e.g. in the RSS [WA75]. For the ANGRA PSA [CN84] an event tree
code was developed (PAAE) which allows for the modelling of event
trees on the computer and for processing them quantitatively.
Results were obtained in terms of sequence failure probabilities
taking into account the failure and success probabilities of each
branch. This code was adapted and is included in the PSAPACK code
package [IA89a].
More recently, additional programs were developed for the treatment
of event sequences in PSA. A detailed example of such a recent
application is given in [HI89] which is planned to address most
aspects of event sequence modelling in an automatic manner, in
support of a PSA for the fast breeder reactor developed in Japan by
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation of Japan,
PNC. Two modules named IFIQ and ETAAS were developed that can
perform the following tasks:
(1) Initiating events (I/E) identification
(2) I/E categorization (grouping)
(3) I/E quantification
(4) Functional and system event trees (E/T) generation
(5) E/T quantification
(6) E/T results display.

These routines are run on a PC and assist the PSA analyst in its
work. It is stated that a large saving in manpower time, cost and
reduction of errors were obtained by using these routines
throughout the project.
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The IFIQ module uses the Master Logic Diagram (MLD) method and
various event frequencies data base sources (stored in the PC in
dBASE III + format) to create a list of I/Es. Next the IFIQ uses
again the various I/E data sources together with plant specific
data base and general component failure data to quantify the I/Es.
The user inputs the frequency calculation equation, but all other
steps are done via the computer. The existence of data sources in
the PC facilitates the work. By modifying his equation
interactively the user can weight or ignore certain data sources.

The ETAAS module receives tables of plant safety functions, plant
frontline systems included in each safety function and a list of
plant support system. In addition, interdependencies among all of
these systems are input. Once having all of this information the
module generates a functional E/T for each I/E category. The
system E/T is then developed by another routine of ETAAS.

The quantification and solution of the E/T so constructed is
performed by the SETS code, however, the results are produced by
ETAAS which can also draw the E/Ts, calculate importance of I/Es
and sequences. The program provides photo ready printouts of the
E/Ts and tables containing the results.

(2) Another application of event tree analysis is carried out in course
of the French PALUEL reference PSA study [VI87]. Here, in addition
to the regular treatment of the dependency between systems'
failures or I/E and other systems on the E/T, an additional type of
dependency is taken into account. This is the situation in which
the I/E is a result of a system failure, so that repair of the
system reduces the potential of sequences. This repair can be completed
early because, in general, for core damage to occur additional systems
have to fail and core damage does not start immediately, which allows
time for "the repair of the initiating event".

(c) System Modelling and Accident Sequence Quantification (Fault Tree
Analysis)
This is the area in which a large number of applications exist.
Therefore, only two applications would be covered here; one on the
mainframe and the other on the PC. The applications chosen are the
Oconnee PRÄ [NS84] and the Dimmerick PRÄ [WE89] respectively.
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(1) The Oconee PRÄ fault tree modelling was prepared in some detail,
and is available in the NSAC-60 report. The trees were constructed
by hand, and then reduced to "reduced fault tree" by modularization
of unrepeated basic events. The documentation provides all the
details of this reduction stage. The fault trees were combined
into a supertree based on the event trees. All event trees were
then also combined into one supertree. However, initiating events
were given values of "0" or "1" to initiate a particular initiating
event case. The supertree was installed entirely on the SETS
code. Repeated runs of the SETS code resulted in printing the
Boolean equations of the dominant accident sequences for each
case. Sequences were grouped into categories based on the process
by which they produce types of core damage. Recovery actions were
manually added on these dominant accident sequences.

It should be noted that now this PRA information is available also
in a PC form at DUKE POWER, the Owner and Operating Company of the
Oconnee plants [DO89], This development reduced significantly
costs to the utility by avoiding costly use of mainframe computers.
It should also be noted that the solution used by Oconee PRA (e.g.
supertree approach) is not commonly applied by other ones.

(2) The Limmerick PRA was performed in 1981-1982 using the WAMCUT
mainframe code. During 1987-1988 the Philadelphia Electric Co.
(PECO) decided to transfer the Limmerick PRA into a PC environment
[WE89].
The reasons for choosing PCs were:
- The need for an automated model for updating;

The mainframe required 48 fault tree storage (6 versions of 8
front line systems to account for different initiating events).

On the other hand, the use of PCs for performing a PRA created its
own problems. The problems and their solutions were:
- Thousands of files for storing fault trees, event trees,

equations, and print files were needed. This was treated by
creating eight subdirectories for different types of files?
Large hard disk storage. Twenty megabytes of storage were
needed. A PC with 40 megabytes was used?

- A limit of 5400 cut sets per analysis was imposed because
of PC memory constraints. Careful selection of truncation
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values and sequences of fault tree merging and reduction was
used;

- Fault trees of the original PRA were modularized prior to
transfer into a PC file.

The LGS original PRA was transferred to the PC models after
updating the current plant. The 70 fault trees of the original PRA
were transferred to the PC version after the modularization, and

-9fault tree linking was done in the PC version with a 10
truncation value for almost all cases.

Extensive use of house events was utilized in the transformation of
the fault tree to allow for working in one model for all initiating
events and for modelling recovery actions for some sequences. The
use of house events reduced the number of fault tree versions
required to be kept in storage. On the other hand, all "Not"
events were removed in the transformation to the PC models.

The deletion of "Not gates" required the addition of a look-up
table for allowed/forbidden combinations of maintenance actions,
which the PC code automatically used for removing forbidden
combinations.

The basic events data of the original PRA (3400 event data ) were
transformed to the PC code format and stored. The PC code
performed the fault tree linking and obtained the accident sequence
equations and cut sets.

Later the PC PSA was expanded to consider two plants (one site) by
taking into account all dependencies in Essential Service Water
(ESW) and Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) systems.

The entire study on PC will be further used as a living PSA tool
for PECO.

(d) Qualitative Dependent Analysis
Normal PSA work does not use the more specialized codes for dependent
failure analysis. Most of the PSA studies done previously searched for
dependencies of the type in which the same component or equipment is
shared by several systems. This was performed by developing detailed
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fault trees and solving them with a suitable fault tree analysis code.
The codes like WAMCUT and COMCAN were applied in the past only for more
restricted studies of dependent failure than a level 1 PSA. WAMCUT was
used for the Byron LCD relaxation study. COMCAN was also used for the
Browns Ferry PRA. For the large scale Indian Point 3 system interaction
analysis study performed in 1984/5 by BNL and LLNL, the SETS and DIGRAF
codes were used respectively [NU86]. Another type of qualitative
dependent analysis is the search for commonalities that derive from
redundant components or equipments having the same manufacture, common
location or similar vulnerability to environmental conditions. COMCAN
II can take there additional factors into accounts and is currently used
for the RMIEP study on La Salle Unit 2. COMCAN III was used by Sandia
Laboratory and EG&G Idaho for special limited studies of system
dependencies [RA82].

(e) Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty analysis is generally carried out in PSAs. The most
commonly used method is the Monte Carlo method such as used in SAMPLE.
To increase the efficiency of the uncertainty analysis so that it would
proceed more timely and less costly several newer codes were developed
that provide good approximations. Table 4.3b provides a list of some of
these codes. In recent studies codes like TEMAC have been used [BO88].

2.3.2 Codes Applications for "Living PSA" and Decision Making in Plant
Operation

The Arkansas Nuclear One-Unit 1 plant is using a Pioneer PC program
(PRISIM [FU 873) for daily monitoring plant PSA information [AP88]. The
software includes the result of ANO-1 PSA such as cut sets, dominant
sequences, the PSA logic model, component failure data, support system
interfaces and others. It allows the monitoring of the plant's changes in
safety status each time a piece of equipment fails or is taken out of
service. When the operator informs the software system that a piece of
equipment was put out-of-service the code will automatically update the PSA
results and display the significance of this outage. The significance factor
measures the relative increase in core damage probability. The software also
displays critical components based on their contribution to core damage
frequency. The NRC resident inspector can now ask the system before taking
any additional equipment out of service for maintenance, whether its impact is
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low or high, and may defer certain maintenance until the failed equipment is
repaired. Codes with increased capabilities are under development.

The Heysham 2 AGR plant (UK) is using a pioneer dedicated minicomputer
program (ESSM) following the "living PSA" approach. The datafiles include all
the fault tree models for the PSA analysis carried out for the station safety
report. The ESSM derives the new dominant accident sequences for particular
operational plant conditions as they occur. Remidial advice is provided for
minimizing point risk and a day log file records risk levels and durations as
they occur, for eventual annual risk assessments.

2.4 Types of Codes for Level-1 PSA
The previous subsections introduced several different types of codes

used in PSA stressing their applications without discussing their advantages
or limitations. In addition, in Section 4.3 the various PSA codes are
presented and their availability and some attributes are briefly described.
This subsection presents PSA codes according to their type. The subsection is
divided into groups of different applications of PSA codes. The division into
types of codes is made within each of these groups. It covers only codes in
which sufficient information was available ( or prior knowledge) to enable
their categorization.

2.4.1 Types of Codes for Fault Tree Analysis

The division of fault tree analysis codes into various types can be
described in four steps:

(a) Methodology for System Analysis

(1) The main methodology for the analysis of system failures is the
fault tree. This is used the most in PSA studies. There are three
other methodologies that can replace the fault tree in certain
applications.

(2) The Digraph or Fault-Graf method [AL83, FU88a]. It uses the
mathematics and language of graph theory, uses "and/or" gates and
proceeds from one node (component or gate) to the other by directed
graphs. A computer code was developed in Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory that can solve the Digraphs of large systems to find
singletons and doubletons, i.e. single and double cut sets. It was
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successfully demonstrated in the analysis of system interaction of
the Indian Point 3.

(3) The Reliability Block Diagram method [DU87]. This well known
method can be implemented by a recent Monte Carlo code that
evaluates the probability of system failure based on its various
components and their interconnection. It is useful for relative
small systems because of the time consumed by Monte Carlo codes.

(4) The GO Methodology [GA78, EP83]. It is a success-oriented system
analysis method using seventeen operators to aid in model
construction. It follows the flow diagram of the system. Kaman
Science Co. and EPRI have developed the method since the sixties
[GA68]. It has been used in the Midland, Beliefonte and Sequoyah
PRAs. The "Go" computer code is described in Vol. 3 of the six
volumes EPRI-NP-3123 report. The Go method provides the analysis
of the path from component failure to system failure. However,
unlike the fault-tree it does not treat the different failure modes
of the component. It is useful in "Living PSA models" because a
more direct relation between system flowchart and the GO chart
exists.

(5) The GO-FLOW methodology [MA85, MA88, MA89]. It is a
success-oriented system analysis method using tweleve operators to
aid in model (GO-FLOW chart) construction. It is developed based
on the GO methodology, but the meaning of the signal and the
functions of operators are essentially different. The GO-FLOW has
all the significant features that the GO method has.
The GO-FLOW is suitable to treat time dependent system
unavailability and phased mission problems. This method was
utilized to reliability analysis for the safety system of nuclear
power plants and nuclear ships, showing great advantage over fault
tree analysis.

(b) Types of Fault-Tree Solutions

There exists two types of fault tree analysis codes in this respect:
(1) Monte Carlo simulation. Cut sets are derived by statistically

trying various combinations of component failures and their effect
on top event conditions. The PREP code uses this method. This
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type of code requires long computer run-time in case of highly
reliable systems. The principle advantage of Monte Carlo simulation
is its capability of covering complex dependencies.

(2) Analytical method applying Boolean reduction of fault tree
structure. Most codes use this method to solve the tree. However,
here, in many cases a new truncation value is required.

(c) Types of Boolean Reduction Approaches

There are several types of Boolean equation reduction approaches. Most
of the codes are using the Top-Down or Bottom-Up approaches:

(1) The Top-Down approach, originally introduced in the MOCUS code [FU
74], starts from the TOP event of the tree and proceeds, by
successive substitution of gate equations down until it reaches the
basic events. A simple equivalent algorithm is used in which a
matrix is developed whose elements are the name of the gates and
events of the tree. Each time an OR gate is encountered, new rows
are created. Each time an AND gate is encountered, the length of
the row is increased. The result obtained after removal of repeated
names and non minimal combinations is the minimal cut set list.

(2) The Bottom-Up approach originally introduced by Chatterjee
[CH 74] starts from the bottom of the tree. It first finds the
minimal cut sets of the lowest level gates, that is, gates whose
inputs are only primary events. The procedure is repeated with the
next higher level of gates until the Top event is reached. The
minimal cut set representation of each intermediate event can be
obtained after removal of nominal cutsets. The advantages of this
approach are that meaningful results are obtained for cases of code
failure due to insufficient run-time, and the reduction in storage
requirement relative to (1). Disadvantage of bottom-up approach is
that relative cut-off criteria cannot be applied.

(3) The Nelson's algorithm is an algorithm used to find a complete set
of prime implicants of a structure function that represents a fault
tree. This algorithm applies de'Morgan's laws twice to the complete
structure function. Its basic advantage is that it works on any
non-coherent structure function. This approach is used in the FTAP
and SETS codes.
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(d) Codes for Qualitative and/or Quantitative Analysis
(1) Some of the fault tree codes do the fault tree reduction and

truncation on cut set order only. These are sometimes called codes
for qualitative analysis. Examples are TREEL/MISCUP and TREE
MASTER.

(2) Other codes (most of the codes) provide qualitative and
quantitative analysis. However, not all quantitative codes have
the option of truncation based on probability limit.

Table 4.3a provides information on the various fault tree analysis codes
according to this division into types.

2.4.2 Types of Codes for Uncertainty Analysis

The division into types in the case of uncertainty analysis is quite
straightforward and it can be based on the various approaches that are
available for conducting this task.

(a) Non-statistical Types

In some cases the range of uncertainty of parameters are divided
deterministically into low, mean and high values, and several
combinations of values from different variables are calculated to
observe a certain distribution of the top event. This is more similar
to a sensitivity analysis. No such particular code is found in the
tables of Section 4.
A different approach also exists that uses the entropy method of
information theory [KL88].

(b) Statistical Uncertainty Analysis Code

Here there are two groups of code types:
(1) Monte Carlo codes that propagate the uncertainty from basic events

to top events as long as the number of Monte Carlo runs are
sufficiently large. Several kinds of approximations made to the
Monte Carlo procedure or sample for increasing the speed of the
uncertainty analysis. The various kinds of approximations are:
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Discrete Probability Distributions (DPD). The code DPD is based on
a method which divides the basic event uncertainty distribution
into some discrete intervals. The Monte Carlo is run within the
table of discrete values rather than within the original basic
event uncertainty distribution.

Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The codes LHS and TEMAC are based
on a method which divides the basic event uncertainty distribution
into n intervals each one having the same probability of
occurrence. The Monte Carlo is taken within the new sample of n*k
matrix data points. This method is effective to reduce run-time
relative to the conventional Monte-Carlo method. However, it
requires a reasonable sample size.

(2) The method of moments. The codes BOUNDS and PUPD use the methods which
calculates several moments (mean, variance, etc.) of the basic event
failure rate and calculates by Taylor expansion approximation or by the
Tchebichev inequality equation, the moments of the top event
distribution.

The moment method is appropriate for small fault trees and narrow
uncertainty ranges. Most computer codes are "pure" Monte Carlo. They are
straightforward but require sometimes large computer run times. They also
differ in the number or kinds of probability distributions for basic events
built in the code. SAMPLE, MOCARS, PROSA-2 are examples taken from table
4.3.b that are "pure" Monte Carlo codes. LHS DPD uses more efficient
sampling modes to reduce the time and cost of the computer run. TEMAC allows
the choice of both LHS and Monte Carlo approaches. More on the methodology
can be found in [BO88].

2.4.3 Types of Codes for Dependent Failure Analysis

The normal fault tree analysis is made to obtain dependencies between
systems sharing common equipment. This type of dependency analysis can be
performed by any of the larger fault tree analysis codes available (e.g. WAM,
FTAP, IRRAS, RAS, etc.). For dependent failure studies that search for
additional dependencies such as component manufacture, local environmental
conditions or location, special codes are available of two types:

(a) Codes that analyze dependencies of various origins within cut sets which
are the code input. These include the older codes such as COMCAN II and
BACKFIRE.
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(b) Codes that analyze dependencies of various origins in fault tree models
and in cut sets. These include WAMCOM, COMCAN III, SETS and RIKKE. The
first two are especially intended for dependent failure analysis of
common location, manufacture etc. The other two codes are general fault
tree codes that include the option for more detailed designation of
basic event susceptibility parameters.

For more detail on these codes and their references see Table 4.3c.

2.4.4 Types of Codes for Interrogation of PSA Information

The various codes now available for Living PSA and safety related
decision making applications (see Table 4.3g) can be grouped under the
following categories:

(a) Codes that process and interrogate level 1 PSA results. These codes
store fault tree modules, failure data, minimal cut sets and system
reliability as well as operational information on plant current
configurations, maintenance schedule, allowed outages, reliability
requirements and other data. Based on this information, they provide
fast response on operational and safety issues being interrogated.
Examples of codes belonging to this type are PRISIM, QUEST, ESSM, SARA
and NURISK.

(b) Codes that produce PSA information and that can update a PSA on a
regular basis. This type includes code packages incorporating event
tree and fault tree construction aids, fault tree analysis modules,
uncertainty and importance calculation modules, as well as drawing,
display and printing modules. Codes of this type are IRRAS, NUPRA,
STARS, PNC network, RAPID/RAM, EXPRESS, SUPERNET, SAIC workstation,
Westinghouse workstation.

These are the basic two kinds of codes for integrating PSA information.
They are quite different in their nature.

There are code systems that incorporate both options in one package. It
is possible in each of the codes to identify the separate modules that
treat type "a" and type "b" applications. These code-systems are given
as "c" type.
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(c) Codes that provide both PSA updates and processing of PSA information
for safety decision making. These types of codes include ORACLE (IRRAS
and SARA), the combination NUPRA/NURISK, the PNC network with QUEST,
SUPERNET, RAPID (all modules) and the SAIS and the PSAPACK (both
currently under development).

2.4.5 Other Types of Codes

There is a variety of codes which are presently not frequently used in
PSA because either the topic of the code is rarely covered by a Level 1 PSA or
the codes are new resp. under development, or they have auxiliary functions
only. These shall be discussed in this subchapter in less detail than the
other codes. They are:
- codes for reliability data collection and processing

codes for human reliability analysis
codes for state graph analysis

- codes for editing and documentation purposes.

(a) codes for reliability data collection and processing. Data processing
presupposes storage of data in a suitable standardized form like data
banks. If field and generic data are distinguished the following
application areas of special codes are possible:

Processing of field data to get point and interval estimates for
all parameters needed. This task is performed by any statistical
code which encloses test and estimation procedures for
distributions frequently used in a reliability context, e.g.
exponential, lognormal, or gamma-distributions.

- Selection of data from generic sources and the automatical
allocation to fault tree codes as it is realized in PSAPACK.
If prior knowledge about parameters and topical data are available
the possibility of updating is given by using codes which perform a
Bayesian analysis to derive a posterior distribution.

(b) Codes for human reliability analysis. Basically a human reliability
analysis consists of three steps: (1) Subdividing required operator
actions into the steps necessary to succeed and evaluating potential
from recovery, expressing this information in binary decision graph (an
operator action tree or a HRA tree). (2) Assessing the steps in the
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decisiongraph with probabilistic values from tables or correlations. (3)
Deriving probabilities of failure (including uncertainty information)
for the complete dicision graph, i.e. the whole task.
For step (1) no computer tools are known to exist. The problem is
closely related to automatic or computer aided fault tree construction
(see 2.5.2). Also for step (2) no complete solutions are known. The NVS
package contains a simple model to assess tasks with a single step.
However, step (2) is much more straight forward then the first step. It
simply involves the access of a data bank (or a method bank) with the
possibility to interactively select items for the assessment of a step.
As each step may require several such items, this is a bit more
complicated than a reliability data bank, but there is a strong analogy;
thus, a solution is fearable. Such solutions are uder development within
the STARS and the SAIS project.

For step (3), a computer program is published in an appendix to the
Swain Human Reliability Handbook (SW 83). It determines the probability
value by a first order evaluation of a tree and progrates uncertainties
by a simple method of moments.Similar codes are planned for STARS and
SAIS.

It is not clear whether the new code PHEASE covers step (2) and (3)
[PHR89].

(c) Codes for state graphs analysis. State graphs (and Petri nets) exceed
traditional approaches like fault tree analysis, if a realistic coverage
of statistical dependency (like cold stand-by, restricted repair
capacities) is required. Basically, a state graph can be solved by
simulations (Monte Carlo method) or, if the underlying stochastic
process has Markovian or Semi Markovian property, by appropriate
analytical codes. Monte Carlo simulation is well known to be straight
forward, but time consuming. Markov processes for realistical technical
systems tend to become very large and are thus limited (e.g. to
sub-systems which may be treated separately). The code MARKOV from JRI
ISPRA [CL83] allows up to 216 states, whi<
symmetries, is enough for 16 components.
ISPRA [CL83] allows up to 2 states, which, unless there are

The LESSEPS package of EOF [AN 89] is the only package presently known
to include Markov modules. One of them is the MARKSMP module, which
solves the transition matrix for small state graphs on time dependent
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basis. The other one, GSI, evaluates dominant sequences of a state
graph. It is the restricted to an approximate solution,, but it works
for larger state graphs. In the same way as for fault tree analysis, a
decision is necessary, whether to use time dependent or constant
(stationary) approach.

(d) Codes for editing and documentation purposes. There are auxiliary codes
which assist the analyst in getting fault event trees into the computer
and in obtaining plates for documentation purposes. They are parts of
nearly all packages and are considered essential for efficient work.
Possible selection criteria are the output devices supported (plotter,
laser printer, pin writer) and the output form delivered (DORISK type
and KILMER type output).

2.5 Pitfalls in the Application of PSA Codes

Computer codes were shown in the previous section to be employed in many
tasks of PSA studies. For some of the tasks such as fault tree analysis many
different versions of codes exist. All PSA studies were done using computer
codes for the fault tree analysis. The large experience of using fault tree
analysis codes and other computer codes in PSA have revealed several potential
problems or pitfalls. Most important in avoiding pitalls is, however, their
early recognition.

2.5.1 Pitfalls of Fault Tree Analysis Codes

(a) The main thrust of the use of fault tree codes is to reveal hidden
dependencies or cross-links among systems that are normally obscurred.
This is done by carefully coding the basic events using the same code to
the same event appearing in different systems and subtrees. One problem
might be an insufficiently defined event coding scheme. However, this
is not a fault of the code itself. The problem with fault tree computer
codes is that they cannot indicate to the user that the same data source
was used to quantify different basic events and require the user to
verify their diversity. The new generation of fault tree codes using PC
software systems has the potential to provide this capability when both
the fault tree module and reliability data module are operating
interactively. The automatic retrieval of data also avoids errors
involved in manual input.
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(b) Related to the quest of identifying all dependencies is the issue of
truncation of minimal cut sets (MCS). Truncations of MCS limits their
reuse in sensitivity analyses or in the evaluation of design changes
unless the entire fault tree is redone with the new information being
updated.

It is obvious that the larger the capabilities of the fault tree
analysis code are, the lower the truncation value that it would be able
to handle without reaching the limits of the number of MCS. However,
treating a large number of MCS requires resources of computer time,
memory and costs.

For realistic modelling, the number of MCS is always larger than any
code can handle without truncation. This requires a careful selection
of the capability of the fault tree code for each specific problem so to
allow for a reasonable truncation approach that will provide a higher
assurance for revealing all significant dependencies.

(c) A third issue that arises in solving large fault trees is that of
modularization. It is similar to the issue of truncation, because again
one faces the trade off between the large number of MCS to be treated,
and the use of modularization that may result in the loss of dependent
events if not performed separately for each of the accident sequences
leading to core damage.

New codes allow for automatic modularization. "House" events are
installed in the fault tree to model changes in system configuration
under different accident sequence conditions. This automatic procedure
may relieve the user of worrying about this fault tree reduction
approach. However, the number of MCS is then not predicted and long
running time and cost may occur in some cases.

The use of PC software has the potential to treat this problem by
informing the user interactively at the end of each step what and how
much was already done. This allows for planning the next step wisely.
However, PC software are still more memory restricted than mainframes,
so that the size of MCS is an even greater problem on PCs.

(d) The use of NOT gates causes problems in computer codes for fault tree
analysis. The problem increases with the introduction of PC based fault
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tree codes due to their limited memory space. The use of NOT gates is
convenient in fault tree construction because it allows the elimination
of disjoint events such as two maintenance actions that violate
technical specification. This convenience becomes an inconvenience when
the minimal cut sets are produced. A NOT gate increases the number of
cut sets tremendously, which is too large for a PC code, and sometimes
becomes a nuisance due to very large outputs of listings of cut sets.

(e) Unannounced basic events are frequently modelled by their average
unavailability rather than by their maximum unavailability. This leads
to results, which are optimistic, sometimes extremely optimistic. The
average unavailability at a cut set is an integral over the product of
component unavailability, not a product of integrals.
In each PSA team, there should be at least one analyst with a normal
background in the mathematical theory of reliability. This applies as
well for code developing.

2.5.2 Problems of Fault Tree Construction Codes

Two types of codes have been suggested for assisting in fault tree
construction:

- Automatic fault tree construction codes;
- Codes for aiding the process of manual fault tree construction.

Both types are addressed in this subsection.

(a) Several attempts for automatic fault tree construction have been made in
the early days of PSA [FU73, SA76, LA77] in an effort to decrease their
construction time, increase their completeness and to achieve a more
standardized modelling. The synthetic tree method [SA76] was intended
to be of far more general use including mechanical, electrical and
hydraulic components and human interactions. The problem of computer
codes for automatic fault tree construction lays in the need to create
in advance a library of component model descriptions which have to be
sufficiently detailed with respect to their possible internal states,
process parameters (pressure, flow, etc.) and deviations of these
parameters. However, in addition to being very detailed they should be
sufficiently generic to allow repeated use for many applications. An
extensive library of components of this kind requires resources larger
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than needed for manual fault tree construction for a single PSA. This
may be different if the scope is larger than a single PSA, e.g. several
PSA1s in similar plants/ or if continuous updates are expected. In such
cases use of computer-aided or automatic fault tree construction should
be encouraged even though the codes have not reached a high level of
maturity at present [AN 89]. Another problem with automatic
construction is that it lacks the iterative nature of the manual fault
tree construction. In the manual process the analyst prepares its first
draft, then returns to the designer to fill in any missing information
and then back to modify and upgrade his tree. The automatic code needs
to have all the required information in advance stored in the component
model, which is a more elaborate task to carry out.

These problems partially explain the fact that no automatic fault tree
construction code is widely used. The approach today with the
introduction of PCs and expert systems is to combine them into a
computer aided technique to interactively construct fault trees [PO88],
[HI89].

(b) As stated before, the most time consuming task of a PSA is the
construction of the fault trees by the system engineers. Doing this
work manually, as was the case in most past PSAs, is error prone in
addition to its high cost, particularly for large trees. New
developments in the area of. graphic packages and expert systems can
alleviate this problem. After an initial FT draft is prepared, inputing
it in a computer can be performed, preferably by others that did not
develop the initial fault tree. Preparing fault trees in such a way has
the potential for detecting logical errors and facilitates modifications.

Using a computerized work station for developing fault trees can be one
way to increase the reliability of the fault trees produced. In
particular, this would be the case if on such a workstation the
developer would be able to observe his inputs on the screen and to
verify on a page-by-page basis his fault tree construction.

2.5.3 Pitfalls in Dependent Failure Analysis with Computer Codes

Dependent failure analysis is performed by development of a detailed
logic model, i.e. fault trees of the plant systems. For this purpose the
fault tree details would specify basic events which are the component failure
modes. A systematic designation system of the basic events is used in the
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fault tree to enable their identification in the list of the minimal cut
sets. Then a search for possible dependencies between elements of each cut
set is performed.

In analyzing large fault trees a truncation level is required to obtain
a reasonable list of cut sets. However, in this process several cut sets
which may have significant dependency between its elements are truncated
before the dependency is revealed.

A way to overcome this problem is the review of the entire fault tree
(before cut sets are derived) for its potential dependencies and the addition
of CCF events on the fault tree. This, however, in most cases, increases
tremendously the work load (it is more elaborate to review the fault tree than
its truncated cut set list), and increases the fault tree size, unless
sophisticated codes (like SETS, etc.) are available.

2.5.4 Pitfalls in Using Codes for Uncertainty Analysis

This subsection is intended to point out four pitfalls that are very
different in their nature and which should be carefully avoided.

These pitfalls are related to the way uncertainty analysis codes are
used and the results reported.

(a) Quoting core damage frequency uncertainties without proper
characterizing what types of uncertainties are reflected (data,
incompleteness in scope of initiating events, and systematic modelling
uncertainties). The results of the uncertainty analysis codes provide
confidence intervals for the basic events and initiating events data
only, or if model uncertainty (using Delphy method) is included, also a
part of the estimated uncertainties in the plant modelling. It does not
include systematic errors in the modelling and incompleteness in
initiating events or in the treatment in logic models of dependent
events.

(b) Avoiding the performance of a complete uncertainty analysis. If the
uncertainty analysis is performed only on data uncertainties, the result
may have a small uncertainty range which may not always be correct.
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(c) Improper differentiation between distributions of input data variation
and engineering judgment or Delphy type data. The Delphy type data are
not random data and may be treated differently from the random failure
data. The Delphy type data may be treated in an uncertainty analysis by
bounding its impact [BO88].

(d) Taking components which form a dependent group in an independent way.
(e.g. taking a charge of equipment from the same manufacturer).

2.5.5 Pitfalls of Using Personal Computers in PSA

Pitfalls of the use of Personal Computer codes in PSA are different in
nature relative to the ones described in previous sections because they relate
to PC hardware limitations.

(a) The main problem encountered with PC codes are the very long turn
around times. In order to run a large fault tree on the PC the
program needs to be run overnight or more. The PC is in many cases
the only station, so the user may have to wait or to do other
tasks. This problem is more severe for the type of codes that
produce PSA information (see 2.4.4(b) above) rather than for PC
codes that process PSA information (see 2.4.4(a) above).

(b) Currently (1989) there exists a problem that DOS addresses only
640K bytes RAM which is a severe limitation for most PCs. This puts
a limit on fault tree size and requires fault tree modularization,
removal of "NOT" gates etc. The OS-2 operating system and DOS
extensions, like the Lakey EM Fortran have the potential to
overcome this limitation on AT's and 386 machines.

2.5.6 Pitfalls in Using Codes for Event Sequence Analysis

a) In analyzing event sequences phased missions of systems must often be
treated. This is the case when several subsequent functions of a system
with different time frame and with partially different physical
structure appear within the same sequence. To overcome this problem
some approaches transform the multi-phase case into several single-phase
ones through physical separation and applying conditional
probabilities. More advanced approaches model the phased mission cases
in more complex way, e.g. PHAMISS, modified SETS, etc.
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b) An inherent feature of an accident sequence quantification is the size
of FTs to be assembled and analysed. The direct approach used in FT
analysis of simple systems would result in a problem unmanageable by
most existing FT codes. A solution, often applied in practice, is to
assemble and process truncated MCS equations that have been generated
for systems relevant to the analysed sequence. It is a tedious task
that has to be performed by an experienced analyst. Some FT analysis
codes (e.g. SETS) and codes specially designed for this problem (e.g.
SEP) have extended capabilities for Boolean equation processing. They
can significantly facilitate accident sequence quantification tasks.

2.5.7 Pitfalls in Using Codes for safety related decision making

Codes which have been developed for safety related decision making are
of two types, either one which stores the results of a very large PSA analysis
and then simply modifies these results to "follow" the operational conditions,
or one which modifies the fault tree models continuously to "model" the
operational conditions (the "Living Model" approach).

The first approach is limited in the variations of operational
conditions that it can follow by the truncations applied to the original PSA
results, but fast interactive times can be achieved. The second approach is
extremely flexible in the operational conditions it can precisely model but
interactive times may be lengthy.

3. GUIDELINES FOR THE SELECTION AND USE OF PSA COMPUTER CODES

This section describes the guidelines for the selection and use of PSA
computer codes. It does not endorse any of the computer codes described or
pointed out in the discussion.

The first four sections give general guidance as follows:

Section 3.1. covers the scope proposed for the PSA, identification of the
parts of the analysis for which computer codes are required and on the
limitations imposed by cost and manpower.

Section 3.2. covers the code environments (PC, mini, workstation, mainframe)
which are used in carrying out PSAs.
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Section 3.3 covers the selection of software. This covers all the types of
software which may be used in a PSA.

Section 3.4. covers the guidance to users in carrying out the analysis using
computer codes.

The next three sections give more detailed guidance as follows:

Section 3.5. covers the selection and use of fault tree analysis codes and
applies to codes for uncertainty analysis and dependent failure analysis as
well.

Section 3.6. covers the codes which are used for a living PSA.

Section 3.7. covers the other types of codes which are often used such as
codes for reliability data collection and processing, event tree analysis
codes, failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA) codes, codes used in human
reliability analysis and codes for state graph analysis.

3.1 General Introduction

The first step in selecting a PSA code (or package of codes) is the
determination of what is the intended use and the clarification of the
objectives for the parts of the PSA where the codes are used.

Some questions may structure this reflection:

Is the PSA performed for licensing? In this case, will the
work terminate with a published report, whose principal result
will consist in a general safety level of the power plant?

On the contrary, is that PSA intended to be used as a design
tool , based on the quick realisation of sensitivity studies
for evaluating the impact of design modifications (the need
for additional redundancy, diversity, etc.)

What the overall methodology proposed for the analysis is ?
for example, if the choice is to use the small event
tree/large fault tree approach, this will require a different
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set of codes than for the large event tree/small fault tree
approach.

- Will the results of the PSA support cost-benefit analysis?

- Or is the only objective to follow the operational feedback by
updating reliability data?

Does the final objective consist in the calculation of
technical specifications, like the allowable operating times
in case of the unavailability of a safety system?

- Will the computerized PSA be a tool for operation aid, by
optimizing test frequencies, test and maintenance procedures?

- Is the PSA intended to be used for operator training?

- Has the PSA to include a detailed dependent failure analysis?

- Is the human factor suspected of mainly contributing to the
final risk?

What is the future scope of the PSA (level 2 or 3)

- Generally speaking, is the computerized PSA only aimed at
calculating a risk level, or is it intended to be used as an
important and easily updated knowledge base (concept of living
PSA) Or is it aimed at supporting on-line safety decisions
(concept of PSA for decision making)

The choice of computer codes will depend on the answers to these
questions.

In fact, the concept of "living PSA" may be more crucial in one
case than in the other; on one hand, a very detailed study, taking into
account the sequential aspect in the functioning of systems may be
important for optimising test frequencies and maintenance procedures; on
the other hand, a more general study, pointing out the human factor
contribution and uncertainty, sensitivity and importance analysis may be
more appropriate in the case of a risk level evaluation.
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Once these questions are addressed in general terms, the choice of
codes would be reduced. Further reductions would be based:

a) on the cost limits

- Is manpower available or very costly?

- What is the budget and when is it needed?

b) on two other selection criteria related to "code environment":

- Hardware available or proposed for running the codes
- Previous experience available with specific codes in the
organization or in other organizations which can be readily
contacted.

This section discusses the first type of questions. The last ones
(cost limits and environment) are addressed in section 3.2.

As was shown in Section 2.4, various types of codes are available
in each category having different levels of complexity and different
capabilities with respect to fault tree size, the types of gates which
can be used, etc. The tables of Section 4.1 show clearly that the
variety of codes to choose from is vast.

In general, the simplest code which meets all the users needs
should be used. However, it could always be recognized that the scope of
the PSA could expand and the users should be aware of this when selecting
codes since codes with additional facilities can often be purchased at
very little extra cost.

A level 1 PSA which includes a treatment of dependent failures
would require one of the more sophisticated codes. A choice will need to
be made between the PC and mainframe codes available. If it is intended
that the study takes the form of a living PSA, a PC version may be
prefered. However, the possibility exists to perform the PSA on a
mainframe, to feed the input models created on the PC to the mainframe
for analysis and to transfer the results obtained by the mainframe back
into the PC environment. Obviously, this is more costly, but also faster
and more efficient.
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To summarize, the main guideline provided here is the early
determination of the exact needs (i.e. the choice of simplifications
introduced to reach a specific objective) and then the choice of a
computer code or a package of codes. Obviously the computer codes are
only tools, and the main interest is the engineering analysis of the
technical issue at stake.

3.2. General Guidelines on Code Environments (PC, Mini, Mainframe)

There are four distinct environments that can be employed today in
carrying out a PSA project:

(a) A PC workstation including e.g. a PC-AT (640K byte memory, at least
a 20 megabyte hard disk, EGA graphics, mathematical coprocessor, as
a convenient minimum) and a printer.

(b) A mainframe with a remote terminal used for input and output. Here
IBM mainframe and CDC are the most common environments today.

(c) A minicomputer workstation. A VAX, POP and SUN are examples of
minicomputers. They are more powerful than PCs, but still provide
a dedicated computer for doing the job. It was an option more
expensive than a PC and may soon become of comparable costs. It is
significantly less expensive than a mainframe.

(d) A PC workstation connected to a mainframe or a workstation with
fast data transfer communications hardware. There are hardware
available for complete and very fast file or screen transfer
between a PC and a mainframe that makes this mode of work the most
appealing (provides the advantages of both PC and a more powerful
machine), but may be the most expensive option.

Reviewing Tables 4.3 it is clear that very few codes are available
today for a mini computer workstation (option c). The main efforts today
are oriented towards PCs and mainframes, although option (c) is a very
efficient option for a power plant, a safety organization or a national
laboratory. However, the situation is changing rapidly and, in some
countries, great advances are being made on developing codes for mini
computer workstations - for example, STARS [PO88], LESSEPS [AN89b] and
SAIS [BA88] are now under development on a SUN workstation.
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Option (b) offers a great variety of codes all supported by several
years of experience. This option is inconvenient in the application to
the full level-1 PSA studies because:

It does not allow for the "Living PSA" option;
It is very costly and has periodically a low turnaround time;

- Changes are very time consuming to perform. Changes require
in most codes the rerun of the code in a batch type mode;
It is difficult to keep track of the many files required in
conducting a PSA.

However, the option is effective for adhoc studies of limited
scope, because the codes are readily available and well known.

Option (a) is developing very fast. Tables 4.3g to 4.3k show a
large number of PC codes, some of them already have several level-1 PSA
experience. Section 3.6 discusses this option in more detail and
provides further guideline.

Since the development of PC, both in memory and speed, is very
fast, it is noted that great efforts have been made in the development of
PC-versions of code packages.

Usually the memory of a PC is 640 KB. This is sufficient for
solving a middle size problem (ca. 4000 events). If you take into
account the extended memory, the limitation by memory can be solved
properly. For PC transfer of data between memory and virtual disk is
very fast.

Option (d) is available with several of the PC codes. The hardware
today allows for fast linkage between PC and mainframe machines.
However, the compatibility of the formats of the PC software and the
mainframe software need to be carefully selected and planned. To mention
some examples:

(1) RAPID system developed by EPRI [AP88, CH87] allows for
PC-mainframe connection because the EPRI code system is used
in both environments.

(2) IRRAS [SA87,AP88] system developed for USNRC by EG&G allows
for PC-mainframe connection because the code is based on the
USNRC sponsored line of codes that run in both environments.
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(3) STARS [PO88,P089] system under development for CEC by JRC
Ispra again uses the line of codes of Ispra that in the past
were running on mainframe/ and matches the PC code formats.

(4) RISA [SA83, CA86] can be configurated to use a PC for editing
and a VAX or SUN workstation for carrying out the analysis.

The main emphasis today is on option (a), which in several cases as
was described above, does not prevent option (d) if appropriately
budgeted.

Running a job at a PC often takes more computer time than that at
mainframe, but since the CPU for a job of FT analysis is not too much
comparing with a thermohydraulic calculation and if taking into account
the access time for mainframe (including multiple user and get into
mainframe), the time taken by a PC is acceptable. Moreover PC use
requires normally less manpower and takes less calender time.

In conclusion, using a PC may be an interesting approach when the
simplifications introduced into the modelling to allow the analysis to be
carried out are well known and not significant in the results of the
analysis.

3.3. General Guidelines on Code Selection

Computer codes are used in a number of areas of PSA. However a
number of general guidelines apply to all types of codes as follows:

a) The potential user should check that the code he proposes to use is
commercially available, fully supported and is available in a fully
developed form for immediate use. Some of the codes discussed in
the guide have not been developed for general use or are not yet
completed.

b) When selecting the code, it is recommended to choose an integrated
package that is able to cover all the objectives and scope rather
than looking for many independent codes that would need some effort
to make them work together.
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c) The software should also be suitable for the available or proposed
hardware.

d) It is recommended to choose a code that is already validated - at
least for the task it shall perform (where possible, a validation
package should be included with the code).

e) It has to be assured that the code does what it should do and has
enough support by the developer or experienced people. The
available documentation shall also be analysed. In all cases, the
computer department of the user organisation should be consulted on
such topics.

f) The tables in Section 4 identify a large number of codes which have
been or are being used in PSA. This indicates that there is no
need to develop new codes for parts of the PSA such as fault tree
analysis. The effort and resources are better expanded on
understanding the plant and the codes to be used.

g) An user friendly code will save training time as well as time
during the execution of the PSA.

h) It is often useful for the code to include the option of allowing
the data to be entered using a ASCII editor since this may be
faster than a graphical tool for an experienced user.

i) The inputs to the code should be in a suitable form. This could
include a graphics or task input as required by the analyst or the
input from a structured permanent file environment. The more
recent codes use direct graphics input for fault trees thus
avoiding the need to construct and code the trees initially.

j) The outputs should contain all the information required by the
analysts. This should include printer outputs, plotter outputs and
the creation of data sets in the structured permanent file
environment for later use. This latter option is important for
complex model development, maintenance of the model and
quantification of the analysis. Some codes offer a complete set of
outputs in a form that can be used in a report.
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k) The speed of the code is an important factor to be taken into
account mainly due to the size of the job and available time.

1) Computer codes, unlike some hardware, when failed may continue to
produce results - wrong results. Therefore, when installing
software, a sample problem or a more elaborate re-run of some
previously solved problems needs to be performed and the results
checked carefully. It is recommended that benchmark problems would
be used for checking codes before their employment. It is also
useful to compare the results of the sample problem within results
of another code.

m) Where a large PSA team is proposed, the code should allow a
multi-user capability.

3.4. General Guidelines on Conducting the Analysis

When carrying out a PSA using computer codes, there are some important
aspects that need to be taken into account in order to ensure a high
quality of the results and that the analysis is easily traceable by
personnel not directly involved in it.

••j'

In carrying out the analysis:

A sufficient knowledge of the codes to be used should be
available and the capability of each of them to satisfy the
requirements of the PSA known.

At least one member of the team should have a sound background
in the mathematical modelling applied by the code.

The personnel involved in the study should be trained in the
use of the codes.

The analysis should be carried out in a way that would allow
it to be easily followed and traced by reviewers and, in
general, the other members of the PSA team.
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- The analysts involved in the various parts of the analysis
should work to agreed project guidelines. For example, the
assumptions made, the coding system adopted for components and
data and the level of detail included in the analysis should
be the same throughout.

- Input and output should be stored in a systematic way, with
the necessary references and revisions. All the files created
during the analysis should be protected. In addition, it is
recommended that a back-up copy is made of all the files
developed in the analysis.

A Quality Assurance (QA) programme should be set up. Some
important quality assurance aspects have to be observed when
using PSA codes. Specific procedures have to be written to
avoid misuse of the programmes and results.

- Considering that the time when results are reported is always
several weeks after the runs were completed, input to the code
needs to be identified, dated and kept in well organized input
files. The corresponding output should include the input data
printed clearly in it with some explanation for further record
keeping. The date should always be a part of the input.

Codes and data files that accept source changes during the
study require an application of Configuration Management to
avoid the possiblility of introducing code changes not known
to all users. Modifications of the source code should be
limited to a single responsible person who will insert the
changes. Other users should not be allowed to perform such
code changes on their own. Each change shall be documented
and considered as a new revision. If the changes are
significant, a new validation of the code may be required.

In the IAEA report "GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING PROBABILISTIC SAFETY
ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS [IA 89 b] there is a specific mention
to the technical and administrative requirements on QA, including the QA
matrix and the QA programme. There are several aspects involved in this
task. It is necessary to assure a technical review and an administrative
control of the results of the codes, in order to ensure a sufficient
level of completeness, integration, traceability and consistency.
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Specifically, it is necessary to assure that the inputs are correct, the
default values are well known and set correctly and the output values and
results are interpreted correctly.

This should also be continued after the analysis has been completed since
it may be necessary to consider it further or to update it.

3.5. Guidelines on the Selection and Use of Computer Codes for Fault
Tree Analysis

Table 4.3a indicates that there are a large number of computer
codes available for fault tree analysis, many of which have been used
successfully in past PSAs - Section 2.3 refers to a number of these. The
experience has been that success in fault tree analysis is less dependent
on the methodology chosen than on the effort spent by the analysts in
understanding the plant behaviour and the limitations of the codes used.

The fault tree analysis code is typically used to determine the
minimal cut sets and to calculate the probability of occurrence of the
top event. In the code, importance functions are often calculated for
components or systems. In addition, it may be used for

time dependent analysis
uncertainty analysis
dependent failure analysis

3.5.1 Fault Tree Code

A code should be chosen which carries out all the functions
required by the analyst. As well as evaluating the fault tree to
identify the minimal cut sets and to calculate top event and cut set
probabilities, the evaluation of importance functions, carrying out a
time dependent analysis, uncertainty analysis and dependent failure
analysis may also be carried out or required by the scope of PSA proposed.

All these features are available in many of the packages of fault
tree analysis codes (see Table 4.1 and 4.3a) and one of them should be
used, thus avoiding the need for extensive code development or
interfacing between separate codes.
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The code should have suitable facilities to allow the logic of the
fault tree and the failure data to be input easily. Many of the codes
given in Table 4.3g have graphics input facilities which allow fault
trees to be entered straight into the computer without the need for
drawing and coding the fault trees initially. In addition, these codes
have graphs and text editors to allow the trees or data to be amended.

The construction of the fault tree should be accompanied by a fault
tree "viewing" option either by plotting or printing on peripheral
equipment, or on the screen while performing the construction. Most PC
workstations today allow the interactive non-automatic construction
option. A small number of codes would allow an interactive, automatic
construction of fault trees. Experience with these codes in PSA studies
is not yet published.

The code should be able to handle the types of gates and components
that the analysts propose to use in the analysis. All the fault tree
codes listed in Table 4.3a handle AND and OR gates. However, the analyst
may require to use NOT, N out of M or INHIBIT gates for example or
include house events as basic events. This will influence the choice of
codes (see Table 4.3a).

"Not" gates should be used with care in fault tree codes, because
they increase the number of MCS tremendously, increasing the manpower
effort required for MCS editing, screening and processing.

The code should be capable of handling the size of fault trees
envisaged by the analyst. For a detailed PSA carried out for a modern
reactor, the fault tree could have in excess of 1000 gates and 1000
components. However, if a less detailed PSA is to be carried out, the
cabability of the code could be lower. To handle very large fault trees,
truncation or modularisation may be required.

The code should calculate the importance functions required by the
analysts. Two measures of importance are described in the PSA guidance
document - the Birnbaum and Fussel-Vessely functions. However, others
are possible. The analyst should also understand the use of such
importance measures.
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Where truncation is used by placing a limit on the order and/or the
probability of the cut sets to be identified by the code, the user should
ensure that this does not lead to the probability of the top event of the
fault tree being significantly underestimated. The truncation levels
used in the analysis should be documented.

The truncation level used in fault tree codes is often chosen to be
three orders of magnitude below the expected level of core damage
frequency (see PSA guidelines [IA 89b].

The requirement for modularization is dependent on the size of the
fault tree and available time and money. If the constraints on time and
money are not significant, the code will run without modularization and
provide more cut sets which later on would be modularized manually when
MCS for accident sequences are grouped together. Where modularization is
used to solve a fault tree/ the code also carries out a demodularization
so that all the cut sets can be listed in order. Otherwise, prior
modularization will reduce computer time and cost and provide a more
compact list of cut sets. The determination of the truncation value is
related to this decision. When not modularized, some of the individual
cut sets would be lost by the truncation. When modularization is made
beforehand, more MCS will pass the truncation value. In addition,
modularization can increase the accuracy of the evaluation of a fault
tree.

Checking the truncation value is normally done by re-running parts
of the fault tree analysis with lower values of the order probability
cut-off. However some codes (for example RISA and RELTREE) include a
facility for making a conservative estimate of the summated probability
of the cut sets dropped from the analysis and this should be used where
possible.

The evaluation of the fault tree requires component failure rate
data. Some codes contain data banks within the overall package with the
facility to amend or update the data. Such codes are identified in Table
4.1.

The outputs required from the fault tree code are also important.
Several of the recent codes provide report quality out put of the fault
tree graphic and lists of cut sets and their probabilities. This should
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be used where available, since it reduces the possibilities of errors in
the documentation of the fault trees and their results.

3.5.2 Statistical Uncertainty Analysis

If a requirement for an uncertainty analysis is identified within the
scope of the PSA, the analyst should decide if this is to be included in a
calculation of constant or time dependent fault trees.

The main input to an uncertainty code apart from the MCSs and the
failure rate data that represent the top event, is the probability
distribution assumed for each basic event in the cut set. Some codes require
one distribution to all components. This is the case in the simpler codes
such as SAMPLE. The more elaborate code allows for separate distributions for
different basic events.

The choice of codes should be consistent with that of the distributions
of the data used. This can be used to update a generic prior distribution in
a Bayesian sense (e.g. see Section 3.6.). When no plant-specific data are
available, generic probability distributions (such as the log-normal) may be
used.

If the uncertainty analysis involves only a limited number of MCSs, than
the Monte Carlo method would be suitable because it is straightforward and
codes are readily available. However, if the number of MCSs is expected to be
large and resources are rather limited or the data shows large uncertainties
then a choice of a more efficient code is required. In such a case, the
method of moments would not be suitable anymore because it is limited to the
smaller size cases.

However, the accuracy of the results depends on the number of trials.
If the mean and standard deviation of the distribution are required, at least
1200 samples are required. For greater accuracy larger samples are required;
this was shown in the recent Nordic Benchmark on computer codes for
uncertainty analysis.

The more efficient methods available are: (1) Discrete Probability
Distribution (DPD) given in Table 4.3b by the DPD code and the Latin Hypercube
Sampling (LES) codes, TEMAC, STADIC-II, SPASM and PROSA-II which are more
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enhanced Monte Carlo models. It should be noted that the code TEMAC replaced
LHS. It allows for both, pure Monte Carlo and the more efficient LHS
approximation.

Another consideration in choosing the uncertainty code is its
compatibility with the fault tree code that generates the cut set equation or
list. The code SPASM is compatible with the WAM series of codes; the code
TEMAC goes with SETS and the code SCORE is compatible with SALP.

It should be noted that the more recent integrated PSA PC packages include
statistical uncertainty modules. These modules in PSA codes include:

SAMPLE in SUPER-NET
SAMPLE in PSAPACK
TEMAC in IRRAS
VARDA in RISA
EXTENDED SAMPLE in NUPRA

Many of the newer statistical uncertainty analysis codes include also
routines for importance calculation, so that this step can be performed
concurrently. TEMAC and the newer PC codes are examples (see also Table 4.3b).

3.5.3 Dependent Failure Analysis

Dependent failure analysis codes were not extensively used in the past.
Therefore, there exists relatively little experience in their use for full PSA
studies. Section 2.5.3. has listed several pitfalls in dependent failure
analysis. In the use of the codes for this task, these pitfalls should be
carefully avoided.

However, if the scope of the PSA identifies a requirement for an
analysis of dependent failure, the following guidelines apply:

If a dependent failure analysis is included within the scope of the PSA,
then the choice of the code package should include this facility. Where the
scope of the dependent failure is limited (i.e. it starts with the minimal cut
sets alone), the older codes such as BACKFIRE and COMCAN have been used.

Where the study starts from the basic fault tree structure, the more
recent versions of the codes such as COMCAN III and WAMCON or the newer codes
such as SETS and RIKKE have been used.
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The possible codes which can be used are listed in Table 4.3c. This
indicates that most of the codes for dependent failure analysis are for
mainframes. Currently only BACKFIRE and SETS have a PC code version. Other
codes exist for multi-environments.

3.6 Guidelines on Software Packages for "Living PSA" and Decision Making
Applications

This section provides some guidelines related to the selection and use
of computer codes in those applications that integrate the overall PSA
information. As described in Section 2.4.4 there are basically codes for two
types of applications: (1) PSA performance and update, (2) PSA information
processing. Subsection 3.6.1 describes specifications of each one of these
two types and may be used for code selection. Subsection 3.6.2 provides
additional selection criteria for both types, and finally subsection 3.6.3
describes some basic guidelines for the use of these codes.

3.6.1 Specification of Codes for Integrated PSA Applications

The following specifications may be used to assist in code selection:

(a) Performance of PSA studies

Construction of event trees (E/T) on a menu driven PC-based
workstation with permanent storage on a PC hard disk, a
mini-computer or a larger host mainframe computer. E/T drawing or
viewing interactively possible.

- Construction of fault trees (F/T) similarly on a menu driven
PC-based workstation with permanent storage on a PC hard disk, a
mini-computer or a larger host mainframe computer. F/T viewing or
drawing interactively possible.

- Display of tables for frontline and support systems as well as
initiating event list and grouping. Display and online editing of
dependency tables between systems and initiating events.
Branch probabilities on each of the event trees linked numerically
via a data base manager to specific fault tree or human reliability
models. (This is only possible if the events modelled in the fault
tree analysis are independent.)
Basic event unavailabilities used in the fault trees linked
directly to data bases containing component reliability data and
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surveillance interval data. Libraries for generic and
plant-specific data can be created and updated separately.

- Fault tree analysis model running on a mini or mainframe which is
called from the PC.

- Minimal cut sets generation, display and edit.
- Dependent failure analysis that accepts several designators of

basic events including two or more locations, environment,
manufacture, human susceptibilities.
Storage of the sequence structure of the dominant accident
sequences to facilitate Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis,
importance analysis and component time dependent unavailability
calculations for various test and maintenance strategies.

- Assignment of accident categories for each accident sequence.
- Changes made in input data of modules should be easy to include.
- Capability to alter any numerical value in the PSA model and

automatically reexecute a complete core damage frequency
calculation and other necessary support calculations as a
background process.

(b) PSA Information Processing for Decision Making

(1) The proposed software decision-aid should have the ability to provide
useful information to several users: utility, risk managers, designers,
etc.

(2) The user should not be expected to possess a detailed knowledge of the
conventions used in the conduct of the PSA (for example, the event
coding scheme employed in the PSA).

(3) In the future development of living PSA codes, the software should be
able to provide to the user information on the changes in core melt
frequency in case of modifications in plant design, operational
procedures and availability of the systems and components.

(4) The software should be able to provide to the user the important
accident sequences (dominant minimal cut sets) ranked by frequency in an
easily understandable form.
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(5) Capability should exist for identifying important contributors to events
of interest such as core damage frequency, or unavailability of given
systems that involve:
(i) given component, e.g. a safety injection pump
(ii) all components belonging to a given system, e.g. safety injection

system
(iii) a given initiating event, e.g. loss of off-site power
(iv) a given location if information linking components and systems to

plant locations have been coded-in.

(6) The software should be able to calculate and provide to the user a
measure of the importance of a given component in the plant, a given
system, a pre-specified initiating event, given human errors, or various
plant locations.

(7) It should be possible to provide the user with descriptions of dominant
cut sets for various events of interest. The descriptions would be
pre-stored and would especially highlight subtle features of the minimal
cut sets. (Multiple cut sets may have the same description if they are
similar).

(8) The software should be able to accept information about failed
components, and then identify and present to the user the most important
of the rest of the components or systems in the plant. Steps can then
be taken to improve the availability of these components or systems.

(9) Capability should exist for report generation:
(i) fault and event trees will be printed in report quality
(ii) results of the safety related indices changes due to re-evaluation

may be presented in bar graphs, pie charts, plots or numeric form
depending on the users' needs.

(10) "Help" capability should exist for describing:
(i) content of fault tree, event tree and cut sets
(ii) P and ID diagrams or system flowcharts for comparison

(iii) basic system description information
(iv) technical specification information

(11) Network capabilities within a plant
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(12) Internal validation and testing capabilities using one or several
benchmark problems that test the entire code capabilities and validate
its being in a working state.

3.6.2 Additional Selection Criteria

The selection of computer codes for Living PSA and/or decision making
may follow the following steps:
(a) Determination of the scope of work to be performed. Based on the scope

required one of the codes for decision making or one of the codes for
conducting a PSA would be selected. If the scope would require both a
Living PSA and safety decision making, a code-system that provides both
would be prefered.

(b) Determination of hardware to be used.
The availability of computer codes depends on the hardware that is
preferred out of three options:
(1) PC system only
(2) Minicomputer (e.g. VAX, PDF, SUN)
(3) PC system linked to a mini or mainframe.

Table 4.3g provides information on available codes in each of these
hardware categories.

(c) Determine number of users to be connected to a common code-system
Some of the code-systems do not allow the multi-user option.

(d) Determine the main specifications required from the code-system.

e) Determination of the interactive computing time scales acceptable e.g.
very short timescales for on-line operational use or longer timescales
for more detailed design use.

A list of code specifications is provided in subsection 3.6.1 above.
Not all codes will provide the best answers to these specifications. Based on
the required list of specifications, the optimum system may be selected.
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3.6.3 Use of PC Codes

The guidelines for the use of interactive computer codes on PCs should
require menu-driven procedures. In addition, several basic rules should be
followed:

(a) If the amendments are made, the PC software and data bases should be
backed-up on a regular basis. If several stations exist they need to be
updated on scheduled intervals. For one station a separate hard disk
should be kept as a backup.

(b) Configuration Management of data bases should be planned so that only
one user may input into the main common data bases.

(c) An update of the PC stations with improved hardware should be expected
to occur once in two-three years. Therefore a PC system with support
from the dealer should be used.

3.7 Guidelines on other Computer Codes Application in PSA

In addition to the codes applications discussed in section 3.4-3.6
above, other applications were identified in section 2 (codes for F.M.E.A.,
State Graphs, reliability parameters estimation and time dependent
unvailability, fault tree construction...).

As said before, the choice of these codes will depend on the needs:

are F.M.E.A. requested for licensing?

- is the use of state graphs necessary for obtaining more realistic
results?

is the concept of living PSA crucial? In this case, the use of code
automatically constructing fault tree may be advised.

Another factor in selecting a code in these areas would be its
availability and costs. As an example, if we would consider choosing a code
for time dependent unavailability from those of Table 4.3f, we can observe
that the choice would be between an old vintage program ICARUS, a commercial
code which is associated with the EPRI BAM or CAFTA code series, and the
FRANTIC that has a free mainframe version, and a commerically supported PC
version.
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4. SURVEY OF COMPUTER CODES FOR LEVEL 1 PSA

A survey of computer codes developed for or used in PSA is summarized in
the following sections. The survey of codes is based on several older surveys
performed by different organizations [NU83], [NK85], [CO86], [KA88], [FU88].
It was supplemented with information on several new codes introduced in the
recent years. The codes are referenced to their relevant publications and as
little as possible reference is made to the general surveys. The few codes
without a formal name have been given a name that reflects the company that
developed the code.

This Section presents three tables of PSA codes: (1) A table of
general PSA codes that may be applied in more than one field of application.
It gives a quick review of codes and facilitates the selection of the
candidate codes for the areas of PSA application; (2) A table of PSA codes
that are mainly used in one area of PSA, i.e. specialized codes in a certain
area of PSA; (3) A set of tables with details on the various PSA code
attributes and availability.

4.1. Fields of Application

A discussion of the field of applications of PSA to which codes may be
needed or be of help/ was given in Section 2 and in Section 2.2 in
particular. Table 4.1 shows concisely the general PSA computer codes and
their intended area of application. The area for application is subdivided as
follows:

(1) Event sequence analysis such as plotting, constructing, viewing and
editing the sequence, merging the cut sets of the various branches, and
deriving the sequence and possibly branch point probabilities. This
application focusses narrowly on merging fault trees in an event
sequence. This is contrary to the fault tree linking method for which
more computer codes are appropriate and as was assumed throughout this
document.

(2) Fault tree plotting or drawing, which is an important aid for the
construction of fault trees.
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Table 4.1
Computer Codes for Level-1 PSA

Event Fault Dependent PSA Code
Area of sequence Plot Tree State Failure Uncertainty Packages
Application Analysis FT Analysis Graphs Analysis Analysis

Computer Tables 4.3e 4.3d 4.3a 4.3k 4.3c 4. 3b 4.3g
Codes 4.3j

CAFTA 44 44
CAFTS 44
El-Intern. 4 4 44 44
EPSAP 4 44 44
ESSM 4
EXPRESS +4
FAULT TREE
FAUNET 44
FTAP 4-4
FTTA 44
GO 44
GO-FLOW 44 44
GSI/EXPGSI 44
ISA 44-
ISO-GRAM 4- 44 44 4 4-4-
IRRAS 4 44 44 44 4-4
LESSEPS 44 44
MARKSMP 44
MODULE 44 44 44
NUPRA 44 44- 44 44 44
NUSSAR 44 44
ORACLE 44 44 44
ORCHARD 44 44
PHAMISS 4 4+ 44 4 44
PHRASE
PNC-CODE 44- 4-4 44 44 44 4-4
PRISIM
PSAPACK(ver.2.2) 44 4 44 44 4-4
RALLY 44 44
RAPID 44 44 4-4
RELPACK 4-4-
RELTREE 44 44
RELVEC +4 44
RISA 4+ 44 44- 44
RISKMAN 44- 4-4 44 44
SAIC +4
SAIS 44
SALP-PC 4 +4
SALP-MP 44
SARA 44- 44
SETS 4-4- 44 44 4-4
STARS 4 - 4 4 4-4-
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Event Fault Dependent PSA Code
Area of sequence Plot Tree State Failure Uncertainty Packages
Application Analysis FT Analysis Graphics Analysis Analysis

Computer Tables 4.3e 4.3d 4.3a 4.3k 4.3c 4.3b 4.3g
Codes 4.3j

SUPERNET ++ ++ ++ ++ -H-
SUPERPOCUS ++
THPSA ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
TREE MASTER ++ ++ ++
UITAPS ++
UPM-PIACR ++ ++
WAM SUITE ++ ++
WESTINGHOUSE PSA +-*-

++ Code intended for covering this area of application.
+ Program provides partial coverage compared to other codes in same area.
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Table 4.1 Continued

Computer Codes for Level-1 PSA

Area of Importance Time Failure
Application Analysis Dependency Data Base

PSA Use of
Output Expert
Process System Ref ,

Computer Tables
Codes

4.3b 4.3f 4.3h

CAFTA + ++
CAFTS
El-Intern ++
EPSAP
ESSM ++ ++
EXPRESS
FAULT TREE ++ ++ +
FAUNET
FTAP ++
FTTA
GO
GO-FLOW ++
GSI/EXPGSI
ISA
ISO-GRAM
IRRAS ++
LESSEPS
MARKSMP
MODULE + +
NUPRA + + + -H-
NUSSAR + +
ORACLE ++
ORCHARD ++
PHAMISS ++ ++
PHRASE
PNC-CODE ++ ++
PRISIM -f+ + +
PSAPACK(Ver.2.2) ++
RALLY
RAPID ++ ++
RELPACK
RELTREE ++ +
RELVEC -H-
RISA ++ ++ +
RISKMAN ++
SAIC
SAIS
SALP-PC
SALP-MP
SARA ++
SETS
STARS +

Yes K087
Yes PO86a

-••+ QUB9
EPS 8 9

++ PU87
-(•+ Yes AN89,AN87

AR89
PL78
RA78
MA86

GA78,EP83
MA88,MA89,TA89,MA85

ANS 9
DU83
ISO89

SA87, RU88
AN89

HA88
++ FUS 9

LUXX
++ Yes BA87

OR86
TES 6
PHR89

-H- Yes HI89
•H- FU87

IA89
GU84

++ AP88, CH87
DR89
RE88

NI86, JAB8
BE83, CAS 6

AH87

BAS 8
CO87
AS80

++ SA87, TU88
W078, ST84

++ Yes P089
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Area of
Application

Importance
Analysis

Time
Dependency

Failure
Data Base

PSA Use of
Output Expert
Process System Ref.

Computer Tables
Codes

4.3b 4.3f 4.3h

SUPERNET
SUPERPOCUS
THPSA
TREE MASTER
UITAPS
UPM-PIACR
WAM SUITE
WESTINGHOUSE PSA

-H-
+

KU88, BE87
FU77
ZH89
WI88

LE76
ER78
ER83

++ Code intended for covering this area of application.
+ Program provides partial coverage compared to other codes in same area.

(3) Fault tree analysis involving qualitative and quantitative aspects. The
qualitative part entails the construction of the fault tree, such as a
possibly modularizating and merging process/ and in all cases a Boolean
reduction or other process to obtain minimal cut sets. Probability and
order cut-off criteria can apply in this latter process. The
quantification concerns substituting the appropriate failure data in the
Boolean equation and solving it either time dependent or with constant
probabilities. Accident sequences can be quantified with codes that
support this area of application with methods such as fault tree linking.

(4) Dependency analysis within the minimal cut sets of a large fault tree,
through identificating special commonalities in the cut sets which are
designated by a basic event coding system to indicate common
characteristics such as location or environment.

(5) uncertainty analysis of the top event failure probability reflecting
distribution of failure probability of basic events.

(6) Importance analysis by one or more methods of the cut sets obtained by
the fault tree analysis.

(7) Time dependency analysis of system availability given the maintenance
and test schedules of the components and their design with respect to
operation, testing or monitoring.
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(8) Failure data base indicating whether the code includes a built-in data
base of failure data which is generic, plant specific or both.

(9) PSA output process indicating whether the code includes an interrogation
technique to process the PSA results obtained by its other modules or
from its data base module.

(10) State graph indicating a capability for performing PSA using state graph
techniques/Markov analysis.

(11) Packages of codes which provide an integration of a number of individual
codes.

The matrix also includes information on:
(12) the use of expert system rule base meaning that the decisions made for

selecting data, constructing fault trees, etc. are assisted by a
rule-based technique. Some such systems are new and currently not widely
used.

(13) References to more information about the code. Usually the most recent
known source of information is referred to.

4.2 Computer Codes for Special Applications

Special purpose computer codes are dedicated to one of the areas of
application identified previously. Such special purpose codes are listed in
table 4.2 with their dedicated area of application marked in the table. Notice
should be taken that some of these codes might interface well with other codes
identified.

4.3 Applicability of Computer Codes

The tables of this subsection present the applicability of computer
codes for PSA. The lists of codes in these tables include all the codes of
Tables 4.1 and 4.2, but with some additional codes of either relatively small
distribution and publicity or codes which it is understood are not any more
supported.
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Table 4.2

Computer Codes for Spécial Application in Areas of PSA

Importance Dépendent
and Failure

Area of Uncertainty (CMF)
Application Analysis Analysis

Computer Codes 4.3b 4.3c

BOUNDS ++
COVAL ++
CONFFSI ++
DETECT +4
DPD + +
IMPORTANCE ++
LHS + +
MOCARS + +
PROSA-2 ++
SAMPLE ++
SEP* ++
SPASM ++
STADIC-II + +
STREUSL + +
TEMAC ++

BACFIRE ++
COMCAN ++
COMCAN-II ++
RIKKE ++
WAMCOM ++

BAESUM
BAYES
BIDIPES
BROLS
PLG

FRANTIC
FRANTIC-III
SOCRATES
ICARUS

FTD
MAPLE-II
NUPRA

Time
Dependent

Estimating Maintenance Plotting
Reliability & Tech. Spec. Fault
Parameters Analysis Trees Ref.

4.3f 4.3d

LE76b
AS77
NK85
COS 8
KA81
LA77a
IM84
MA79
VA81
WA75
WU78
LE81
OR81
SC80
IM86

CA77
BU76
RA78

++ HA85, TA81
PU81

++ CO82
++ PA89
+4- CO82
++ NU83
++ KA83

++ VE77
++ GI84
++ WAS 7 6
++ VA79

++ OL73
++ PO86b
++ FU89

* Principally used for importance analyses, and MCS processing
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The tables are divided into subgroups according to common applications
in PSA:

(a) Table 4.3a presents computer codes for fault tree analysis. Each case
provides a brief description of attributes of the code, information on
its source of availability and the computer hardware suitable for its
operation. Most of the codes are useful for other applications as
well. This may be found in Table 4.1.

(b) Table 4.3b presents computer codes for uncertainty and importance
analysis. Here most of the codes are special purpose codes.

(c) Table 4.3c presents computer codes for dependent failure analysis. Most
of the codes are for this purpose only.

(d) Table 4.3d presents computer codes for fault tree construction. These
are special purpose codes (apart from RIKKE).

(e) Table 4.3e refers to codes that can be used for event tree analysis.

(f) Table 4.3f lists codes for special time dependent analysis relevant for
technical specification evaluation.

(g) Table 4.3g presents codes for using as packaged codes for PSA.

(h) Table 4.3h represents codes for processing the results of PSA

(j) Table 4.3j presents codes which provide overall PSA results, i.e.
consolidate the results of many assessments

(k) Table 4.3k presents codes which provide PSA results using the solution
of State Diagrams e.g. Markov Analyses

(1) Table 4.31 presents other codes which are related to PSA studies, e.g.
human reliability analysis codes, data processing codes, FMEA codes.

The sources of code availability were not contacted to assure their
support of the codes referred to. The "available source" indicates that at
some time in the past the author of the codes were affiliated to that
organization. The references include additional information on the code
and/or its application.
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Table 4.3a

Computer Codes Mainly Used for Fault Tree Analysis

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availabil i ty

Source Ref .

AFT Fault tree Fault tree analysis
program.

PC Westinghouse
USA

ALLCUTS Fault tree Top-down approach; 8 IBM 360/370 IAEA SL75
character names; max. 175 CDC 7600
primary events and 425 PC
gates; max. 1000 cut sets;
qualitative and quantitative
analysis; truncation by order
and probability; plotting
option.

APPLE Fault tree Fault tree graphics with Macintosh AECL,
TREE emphasis on efficient tree Canada

layout, integration with PC
codes (as MOCUS/SUPERPOCUS)
for full quantification of
frequency and unavailabilities.

CAFTA Fault tree Fault tree analysis program
with graphics; also available
in the RAPID/RAM (SAI/EPRI)
package.

PC SAIC and
EPRI, USA

K087

CRAFT Fault tree Bottom-up algorithm; max. EC 1040
300 comp., 3000 cut sets to
5 order; time-dependent
unavailability, usage for
system rel. analysis.

NRI Czech.
Nuclear
Research
Institute
(NRI)

EPSAP Fault tree Fault tree graphics and PC AT/XT
analysis, cut set merger

ELECTROMATT EPS 89
UK

FATRAM Fault tree Top-down approach; 8 CDC
character names; no limit Cyber 76
on primary events or gates;
minimal cut sets truncation
by order; qualitative analysis.

EG and G
Idaho, USA

RA78b

FAUNET Fault tree 1000 events, 1000 gates; PDP-11
K of N; top down; trunca- VAX-11
tion by order; modularization;
construct tree from network.

RISO
Denmark

PL78

FAULT TREE Fault tree
Importances

Generation of an explicit
expression for the reli-
ability function; time-
dependent calculation;
nonrepairable , monitored,
and periodically tested
primary events; several
importance measures; max
1200 gates and primaries,
16 bits

IBM PC/XT, VEK KKW
AT or GDR
compatible
Mainframe

AR89
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availability

Source Ref.

FAULTRAN Fault tree Qualitative analysis (using bit
manipulation).

FFTA

FTAP

Fault tree Bottom-up algorithm, Mainframe
Max 500 primary events or (ACOS
gates, 2800 cut sets to 910/8}
user defined order; and PC
qualitative and quantitative
analysis; 1000 to 10 times faster
calculation speed compared with
WAM-CUT, WAM-BAM

Fault tree Top-down, bottom-up and
Nelson method ("prime
implicant") modularization

IBM 370
CDC-7600

; PC

Ship
Re-
search
Inst.
Min. of
Transport
Japan

IAEA;
ORL U.S.
Berkeley

MA86

RA78
IA89a

8 characters; no limit on
primary events or gates;
qualitative and quantitative
analysis, truncation
on order up to 10; available also
in PSAPSCK package; "K of N" and
"Not".

FTREE Fault tree Fault tree analysis and
graphic representation
program available in NUSSAR
(NUS) package.

PC NUS Corp.
USA

ISORAM Fault tree fault tree graphics and PC
FMEA analysis code, importance,
Markov house events and confidence

analysis

ISOGRAPH
UK

ISO 89

GO Go Chart Time-dependent calculations
Analysis (input: GO chart + failure

data), non-repairable or
periodically tested primary
events; max. order of cut
sets is 4.

CDC 7600 EPRI Code
Center
USA

GA78
EP83

GO FLOW Go-Flow Success oriented time-
Chart dependent reliability
Analysis analysis techniques

Phased mission problem.
Unavailability of main-
tained system; (input:
GO-FLOW chart + Failure
data + Time sequence);
Max order of path sets:
user defined up to 20;
requires 2 Mbytes memory.

Mainframe
(ACOS
910/8)

Ship Re- MA85
search MA88
Inst. MA89
Min. of TA89
Transport
Japan
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Program

GRAF

IRRAS

LOTH- 3

MDOCOMP

MOCUS

MODULE

ORCHARD

Analysis

Fault tree

Fault tree
Uncertain-
ties

Fault tree
Uncertain-
ties

Fault tree
Uncertainty
Analysis

Fault tree

Fault tree
Uncertain-
ties

Fault tree

Computer
Brief Description Type

Similar algorithms used in CDC
FTAP; up to 600 primary Cyber 750
event or gates, on-line
tree construction by
interactive terminal,
qualitataive and quantitative
analysis.

refer to Table 4.3g PC

Qualitative and quantita- ODRA 1305
tive analysis, unavail- EC1040
ability; Bennetts algorithm,
noncoherent fault tree; max.
240 prim, events, repairing,
periodical testing, uncertainties.

Program package; qualitative EC 1022
and quantitative analysis;
automatic construction of
fault trees, uncertainties
(as SAMPLE code) .

Top-down approach; 8 IBM 360/370
character names; inhibit 228K (IBM)
gate; minimal cut sets up CDC-7600
to order 20 can be generated; PC
path sets are also in out-
puts; truncation by order;
qualitative and quantitative
analysis.

Bottom-up approach; modular- Cyber
ization; plotting of FT, 170-875
preparing input to SHOT for and PC
mainframe; uncertainty.
importance analysis

600 primary events, 100 PC
transfers; MCS to the order

Availability
Source

Babcock &
Wilcox
USA

EG and G
Idaho, USA

ECU, Czech. ,
HRI, Czech.

MEI Moscow,
USSR

IAEA
(PC ver.) ;
Argonne
Software
Center, USA

Advanced
Energy
Research
Inst . ,
Korea

SRD
UK

Ref.

SAB 7
RU88

FU74

HA88

OR86

of 7 (no other truncation);
Not and K of N gates.
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Avai labi l i ty

Source Ref .

PHAMISS Fault tree Top down/bottom up approach, IBM
uncertainty 16 character names, max CDC
Importance 4095 gate and basic events, SUN
Dependency no formal limits on cut
Time De- sets, truncation by order,
pendent AND, OR, K/N gates
Analysis Tree modularization,

Plotting of fault tree,
time dep. unavailability
and uncertainty analysis.
Broad coverage of analysis
for PSA.

Netherlands TE86
Energy
Research
Foundation

PL-MOD Fault tree Bottom-up modularization IBM
and decomposition of fault 360/370
tree; 79 character names;
no limit on primary events
or gates; qualitative and
quantitative analysis, time-
dependent characteristics of
top event; uncertainty for
top event; K out of N and Not;
truncation on order.

Argonne
Software
Center
USA

OL78

PREP Fault tree Combinatorial testing of
generated cut sets (max.
to order 10); 8 character
names; max. 2000 primary
events and 2000 gates; no
truncation (Monte Carlo).

IBM Argonne
360/370 Software
336K (IBM) Center,
CDC 7600 USA

VE70

NUSSAR Fault tree
Uncertainty

NUS Corp.
USA

LUXX

A code package;
RALLY Fault tree Average unavailability IBM 360/370 CfH FRG GU84

Uncertainty and failure frequencies, GRS
analysis time dependent calculations
Importance (through min. cut sets);

importance calculation by
code CRESSEX in RALLY;
uncertainty analysis by using
minimal cut sets (normal,
lognormal, Johnson, extreme
value-1, weibull gamma, exp. dis-
tribution), max. 1500 com-
ponents and 2000 gates,
qualitative and quantitative
analysis.
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availabili ty

Source Ref.

RAS Fault tree An integrated package including Argonne
MOCUS, POCUS, KITT and COMCAN Software
Time independent unavail- CDC 7600 Center,
ability; quantitative and USA
qualitative analysis,
phased-mission analysis

RA77

RELTREB

RELVEC

SAFEDO/2

Fault tree 500 gates; 50 transfers; PC
Importance 5000 MCS; truncation of

order up to 10 and
probability; K of N;
Importance.

Fault tree Reliability availability; Cyber 173
importance and sensitivity VAX 11/750
analyses; 10 character
names, K of N, path set
option; truncation on order.

Fault tree Quantitative analysis; EC 1040
Monte Carlo simulation;

RELCON,
Sweden
NUS, USA

VTT
Finland

SRI
Czech.

RE88

NI86
JA88

unavailability or un-
reliability; repairing
periodical testing; max.
500 primary events,
drawing routine.

SALP-3 Fault tree 200 primary events and 200
SALP-PC Importance gates; 4000 MCS;
SALP-MP truncation on order up to

ten and probability; Not
and K of N; importance
calculation.

IBM 370
PC version
SUN

ISPRA,
Italy

AS80
COS 7

SETS Fault tree Structured permanent file
Dependent environment of input and
Failure output for complex model
Importances maintenance. Plot output
Event tree by associated FTD code,
quantifica- 16 character event names,
tion K out of N, NOT and special

gates defined by user.
Automatic ET modification,
modulerization and merging.
Top-down and bottom-up
qualitative and quantitative
analyses. Truncation by
probability and order.
Boolean equation processing
capability extended by
associated code SEP for ET
quantification, importance,
sensivity calculation and
identification of partial
dependences and CMF
candidates. Dynamic adjust-
ment to available computer
memory

CDC-7600
PC version

Argonne
Software
Center,

WO78
ST84
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Computer
Program Analysis Brief Description Type

SIFTA Fault tree Pattern-recognition HP-1000
technique to reduce structure ana
of tree; numerical simulation CDC
to calculate probabilities,
reduction of subtrees with
small probability, plotting of
fault tree; 10 character names;
K of N gates; no cut sets
generated.

Availability
Source Ref.

Atomic WA81
Energy
Control
Board,
Ottawa/
Canada

SUPER-
FOCUS

Fault tree
Quanti-
fication

(Input: Min. cut sets +
failure data, e.g. from
HOCUS or PREP); time-
dependent unavailability,
reliability; min. cut sets
are ranked on the basis of
importance, quantitative
analysis.

IBM 360/
370
CDC 7600

Dept. of
Nuclear
Engineering
University
of Tenn. ,
USA

FU77

SUPER- Fault tree SUPERTREE provides fault NORD, VAX
TREE/ Handling tree handling, interactive PC
CUTSET Quantifi- graphic input, editing and

cation manipulation of fault trees.
CUTSET is a fault tree ana-
lysis program, bottom-up
algorithm, modularization,
no limit on primary events or
gates, effective minimization
algorithm, K out of N gates.
A part Of SUPERNET (Table 4.3g)

ABB Atom
Sweden

HR89

TREEL
and
MISCUP

Fault tree Bottom-up approach; 8 CDC-6400
character names; no limit
on primary events and gates;
minimal cut sets of subtrees,
path sets, qualitative
analysis; truncation of
order up to ten.

Operation
Research
Center,
U.C.
Berkeley,
USA

PA75

TREE Fault tree Qualitative and quanti-
MASTER tative analysis; fault

tree handling system,
powerful graphics,
multiple top events.

IBM
PC/XT/AT

AECB,
Canada

WI88

VHP Fault tree Qualitative and quantitive
analysis; max order of cut
sets is 10; time-dependent
component unavailability;
repairable and non-repair-
able, monitored, nonmoni-
tored and periodically
tested primary events; min.
cut sets are ranked on the
basis of importance; point
unavailability and unrelia-
bility calculations; (input:
fault tree + failure data).

ES
(main-
frame,
IBM com-
patible)

Atora-
energo-
project,
MOSCOW,
USSR

IA89c
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Table 4.3a (continued)

Program

WAM-BAM

Analysis

Fault tree
Sensitivity

Computer Availability
Brief Description Type Source Ref.

Point unavailability CDC-7600 EPRI ,
calculations; sensitivity USA

LE76a
analysis by using WAM-TAP
preprocessor instead of
HAM/ qualitative and
quantitative analysis; no
cut sets printed; truncation
by probability.

WAMCOT Fault
(WAMCUT II)

tree Bottom-up approach; 10 CDC-7600
character names; 1500 IBM-370
primary events and 1500
gates; modularization (W.II);
qualitative and quantitative
analysis; Hots,
Nor, K out N etc.; truncation
by order and probability; 2000
cut sets limit.

EPRI,
USA

ER78
ER83
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Table 4.3b
Computer Codes Mainly Used for Uncertainty and Importance Analysis

Program

BOUNDS

Analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Computer Availabil
Brief Description Type Source

(Input: MCS from quali- IBM 360/370 UCLA,
tative analysis results); USA

ity
Ref.

LE76b

two moments of minimal cut
sets and top events;
Johnson's distribution.

CONFESI Uncertain- Monto Carlo simulation
ty analysis of multiparameter function;

log normal, discrete
empirical; option for
statistically dependent
parameters.

CDC
Cyber 170

VTT
Finland

NK85

COSMOS- Uncertain- (Input: MCS from qualit. EC 1040
-NRI ty analysis an. results); based on US

code COSMOS; method of
moments; time-dependent
calculation; periodical
tested comp., modularization;
output distributions - normal,
lognorraal, Johnson-Sg.

NRI,
Czech.

COVAL Uncertain- Numerical combination of
ty analysis variables for computing

the probability distribu-
tion of a function of
variables given the prob,
distribution of the
variables. Max no. of 6
variables with 10 interval
classes each.

IBM 370/165
WANG 2200B

JRC
Ispra
Italy

AS77b

DETECT Uncertain- Dependency Tree Evaluation
ty analysis and Confidence Test; in

contradistinction to the
standard Monte Carlo un-
certainty analysis codes,
this program performs un-
certainty analysis with the
special capability of
modelling dependencies.

PC version TU-DELFT
Netherlands

CO88

DPD Uncertain- (Input: MCS from quali-
ty analysis tative analysis results);

combines two histograms at
a time to achieve the
histogram; log-normal dist.

CDC-7600 Pickard,
Lowe &
Garrick,
Inc, USA

KA81
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Table 4.3b (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availabili ty

Source R e f .

IMPORT- Importance Top event point estimate CDC 7600 Argonne
ANCE prob, or unavailability; Software

(input: MCS from qualit. Center,
an.); importance measure USA
(Birnbaum, criticality, up-
grading function, Fussell-
Vesely, Barlow-Proschan, PC UNESA
steady state) and ranking of Spain
primary events and cut sets
on its basis.
Accepts data from FTAP and
SETS

LA77a

KITT-2

LHS

MOCARS

PROSA-2

PUFD

RANGE

Fault tree
Quantifi-
cation
Importance

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Time dependent unavail- IBM 360/370
ability and unreliability; 448 K (IBM)
Fussel-Vesely importance CDC 7600
calculations, unique time
phases.
A program for the generation PC
of Latin Hyper cube and random
samples for use with computer
models.

(Input: MCS from qualit. CDC Cyber
an.); similar to SAMPLE + 76
exp. , Cauchy, Weibull,
Pearson IV, empirical dis-
tribution; Kolmogorov-
Smirnov goodness-of-f it test.

(Input: reduced algebraic IBM 370
function + failure data);
similar to SAMPLE (-f any
distribution in the form of
histogram, truncated
normal, beta dist.).
(Input: reduced algebraic CDC 7600
function + failure data);
mean, variance and third and
fourth moments are calculated
for top event.
(Input: MCS from quali- IBM 360
tative analysis results); EC 1040
Monto Carlo method; similar to
SAMPLE; uniform, normal, log-
normal, gama, beta. Erlangian
distribution; monitored and
periodical tested components
( approx . ) .

Argonne
Software
Center ,
USA

EG and G
Idaho,
USA and
USNRC
UNESA

Argonne
Software
Center,
USA

Argonne
Software
Center,
USA

Babcock
et Wilcox,
USA

USA
NRI,
Czech.

VE70

IM84

MA77

VA81

AH81

JA81
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Table 4.3b (continued)

Program

SAMPLE

SPASM

Analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Uncertain-
ty analysis

Brief Description

(Input: quantitative
analysis results); Monte
Carlo simulation, uniform,
normal, log-normal dist.

Similar to BOUNDS; it can
work in conjunction with
WAMCUT; several distrib.

Computer
Type

IBM 360/370
94K (IBM)
PC

CDC 7600
Cyber 170
IBM

Availability
Source

Argonne
Software
Center, USA
IAEA

EPRI Code
Center,

Ref.

WAV 5

LE81

besides the log normal;
uses the f i rs t and second
moment of WAMCUT. USA

STADIC-II Uncertain- Similar to SAMPLE; effi- PRIME,
ty analysis cient method of sorting UNIVAC

probabilistic results 1180
obtained in each trial; CDC 7600
normal, log-normal, log-
uniform and tabular input
distributions; up to 10 system
equations (up to 75 variables).

General
Atomics,
USA

OR81

STREUSEL Uncertain- Calculates the expected value IBM 360/
ty analysis and variance (confidence 370

interval) of the mean un-
availability of the system
as a function of the mean
failure rates and variances
of individual data. Part of
RALLY Package. Normal, log-
normal, uniform, loguniform
data, Chi-squared distributions

GRS
FRG

SC80

TEMAC Uncertain- Top Event Matrix Analysis
ty analysis Code. Allows for Monto Carlo

calculations with and without
the Latin Hypercube Sampling
USNRC approach. Accept various
types of probability
distributions of the basic events.

EG and G
Idaho
USA and

IM86
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Table 4.3c

Computer Codes Mainly for Dependent Failure Analysis

Program Analysis

BACKFIRE Dependent
failure

Computer
Brief Description Type

Examines cut sets for pos- IBM 360/370
sible common generic causes 128K (IBM)
or links between all com- CDC 7600
ponents; identifies common- and PC-
cause candidates; similar to version
COMCAN but allows use of
multiple locations for basic
events; input: cut sets, com-
ponent susceptibilities and
locations.

Availability
Source Ref.

Ar gönne CA77
Software
Center,
USA

COMCAN Dependent
(COMCAN- failure
II)
(COMCAN-
III)

MOCUS- Dependent
BACKFIRE failure

RIKKE Dependent
failure

Cut sets are examined for IBM 360/370
possible common generic for C-II
causes or links between all CDC 7600
components in a cut set;
ranking by significance of
common-cause failure, code
FATRAM is used to generate
cut sets (C.II); (input: cut
sets, component susceptibilities,
location of components, and
susceptibility domain.

Similar to BACKFIRE, but IBM 360/370
cut sets are generated by
MOCUS.

Adds generic causes, ca- DEC
tastrophic causes, common PDP-11

Argonne
Software.
Center,
USA

Dept . of
Nuclear
Eng., MIT
USA

RISO-
Denmark

BU76
RA78b
RA82

MO80

TA81
HAS 5

supply and control depend- VAX
encies to fault tree. Uses
fault tree code (FAUNET) to
establish identity of
repeated events.

SETS Dependent
failure

refer Table 4.3a CDC 7600
Cyber 170

Argonne
Software
Center,
USA

WO78
ST84

WAMCOM Dependent Common total or partial
failure links between components

are identified; very large
fault trees can be handled;
it uses modularization and
code SETS.

CDC 7600 Science
Applic.,
Ind., and
EPRI Code
Center, USA

PU81
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Table 4.3d

Computer Codes for Fault Tree Construction

Program

AFTG2

CAT

CAFTS

DIGRAF

Analysis

Automatic
Fault tree
Construction

Automatic
Fault tree
Construc-
tion

Interactive
Fault tree
Construc-
tion Aid

Automatic
Fault tree
Construc-
tion

Computer
Brief Description Type

Using expert system, VAX
construct fault trees and PC
for typical 4-loop
and 3-loop PWR

Constructs fault trees for IBM 360
simple systems using decision
tables; requires a standard
library of generic component
models in this code i.e., decision
table for each component;
component models limited to one
process parameter and a search
from output to input (uni-
directional)/ (old programs
not supported) .
Interactive fault tree IBM
construction using an ex- Main-
pert system; construct frame
macro fault tree inter-
actively from P/I diagrams by
using transfer logic models;
expands macro fault tree
interactively; edit, draw,
analyze, modify fault tree.

Methodology based on flow Mainframe
diagarms; was applied in
the chemical industry (not
yet in the nuclear industry).

Availabil ity
Source Ref.

Mitsubishi TA88
Research
Institute
Inc.

EPRI code SA76
Center, USA

JRC- P088
ISPRA P086a
Italy P083

Lawrence LA77b
Livermore AL83
Laboratory
USA

EPSAP Automatic Interactive fault tree
fault tree construction code limited
construction to FT analysis programme

PC XT/AT ELECTROWATT EPS 89
UK

EXPRESS Automatic Expert system for IBM EOF AN 87
Fault tree automatic construction Mainframe Prance AN 89
construction of fault trees

FTD Fault tree Taking the FT logic from
drawing Tape 4 created by SETS

at most 16 characters for
event ID at most 80
characters for event
description the tops of
drawing can be defined
cannot split large plot
automatically

CDC & Argonne
compatible Software
roll Center
platter
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Table 4.3d (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availability
Source Ref.

ISORAM Automatic Interactive fault tree
fault tree construction code
construction limited to FT analysis

programme

PC XT/AT ISOGRAPH ISO 89
OK

RIKKE Automatic Construct fault trees; re- DEC
Fault tree quires a standard library PDP-11
Construe- of generic component VAX
tion models; component models are

sets of mini fault trees that
describe transfer functions
between inputs and outputs
considering component internal
states; the code considers all
possible situations of components
exhaustively, resultling in
potential for developing
irrelevant branches.

RISO-
Denmark

TA81
HA85
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Table 4.3e

Computer Codes for Event Tree Evaluation

Program

ISA

Analysis

Event tree

Computer
Brief Description Type

Treats event trees with IBM 3090
sequencial type dependencies, (in

Availability
Source Ref.

EdF DU 8 3
France VI87

The program can deal with Pascal)
sequences including the
failure of four systems/
and possibilities
of repair

Other event tree evaluation codes contained in integrated packages of codes are
as follows:-

ETA Event tree Event tree analysis
program.

PC SAIC/EPRI,
USA

ETC Event tree Event tree code; also
available in the RISKMAN
package.

PC PLG Corp.
USA

AR87

GA-ETA Event tree Event tree analysis
program available in
General Atomics package.

PC General
Atomics,
USA

PAAE Event tree Quantitative analysis of
event tree; also available
in PSAPACK.

PC CNEN,
Brazil,
or IAEA

CN84
IA89a

RADES Event tree, Developes and treats
fault tree (input: chart with

sequential dependencies
between systems; fault
tree + failure data for
for every system); 20
systems; the program can
deal with sequences in-
cluding the failures of
ten systems; for quanti-
tative analysis uses sub-
routine analogous

ES
(main-
frame,
IBM com-
patible)

Atora-
energo-
project
MOSCOW,
USSR
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Table 4.3f
Computer Codes for Time Dependent Component Unavailability

Program

FRANTIC
(FRAN-
TIC II)
(FRAN-
TIC III)
and
FRANTIC
ABC

SOCRATES

ICARUS

SACRAT

Analysis

Time
Dependent
Component
Unavail-
ability

Time
Dependent
Component
Unavail-
ability

Time
Dependent
Component
Unavail-
ability

Statistics,
system ana-
lysis,
making de-
cision on
maintenance

Computer
Brief Description Type

Quantitative analysis IBM 360/370
(input: MCS from qualit. CDC 7600
analysis), time-dependent PC
calculation; nonrepairable,
monitored, and periodically
tested primary events, time-
dep. failure rates and in-
corporates effect of renewal
on aging (Fr.II), total un-
reliability calculations (Fr.III).

Systematic operational IBM 360/370
comprehensive risk-based CDC 7600
analysis of technical PC/XT
specifications; quanti- PC/AT
tative analysis of the Hark disk
Allowed Outage Time (AOT) 1MB, 640 K
and Surveillance Test memory
Interval (STI) require-
ments in Tech. Spec.;
accepts input from PSA.

Calculates average un- IBM 360/370
availability, optimum
test interval, relative
contribution of testing
repair; three testing
scheme; random, staggered,
nearly simultaneous; input
(choice of testing scheme,
failure rates, downtime due
to testing, failure detection
prob.); the code is analytic.

Data statistical analysis PC-XT/AT
(taking into consideration
censored data) ;
integral and differential
indices of reliability;
system reliability assess-
ment; equipment mainten-
ance optimization; relia-
bility requirement distri
bution; repair quality
assessment .

Availability
Source

Argonne
Software
Center,
USA
IAKA (Fr II ;
Commercial
(Fr-ABC)

EPRI Code
Center,
USA

Argonne
Code
USA

Ref.

VE77
GI84

WAS 7

VA79

VNIIAES, IN89
MOSCOW,
USSR
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Table 4.3g

Computer code packages for PSA

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Avai lab i l i ty

Source Ré f .

IRRAS PSA study Integrated Reliability and
and update Risk Assessment Systems
"Living management tool to build,
PSA" modify, text edit, display

fault tree; fault tree
linkage and quantification;
MCS derivation and editing;
importance and uncertainty
(Monte Carlo) analyses.

PC
Single
user

EG & G
Idaho,
USA
USNRC

SA87
AP88

NUPRA + PSA study
NURISK and update,

Risk
Oriented
Decision
Making

ORACLE PSA study
and update,
Decision
Making

NUS Fully Integrated PC PC NUS Co. FU89
Based Workstation for PSA; Multiple USA
fault tree and event tree users
construction; sequence
definition and fault tree
linking and reduction; MCS
equation editing and quanti-
fication; perform uncertainty
(Monte Carlo) and importance
analysis; performing sensi-
tivity analysis to input changes;
outage time evaluation (NURISK).

Organizataion of Reliability PC EG & G BA87
Analysis Codes for Living PSA Idaho,
Evaluation; plant risk USA,
monitoring, impact of design USNRC
or operational changes, risk
importance; include IRRAS,
PRISIM and SARA codes.

PNC Code PSA study PSA Code Network including PC
Network and update initiating event identifica-
(QUEST) Decision tion and quantification.

Making event tree construction and
quantification, fault tree
construction and quantifica-
tion, SETS code fault tree analysis,
drawing, modularization, im-
portance and uncertainty.

PNC
Japan

HI89

PSAPACK PSA study, Probabilistic Safety PC/AT
Training Assessment Package; menu Single
and driven interactive system. user
Decision Help in event tree con-
Making struction and quantification;

fault tree editing and
evaluation; MCS (30,000)
editing and quantification;
uncertainty (Monte Carlo),
importance; includes
Reliability Data Base for
failure rates.

IAEA IA89a
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Table 4.3g (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer
Type

Availability
Source Ref.

RAPID Risk Reliability Assessment PC/AT EPRI Code CH87
Management Program with in-plant data; linked Center
and Docu- an aggregate of many stand— to USA
mentation alone computer codes with a mainframe
Opera- user-friendly interface
tional designed for engineering,
Decision operation and maintenance
Making staff; design for monitoring

plant status; includes re-
liability assessment module
(RAM) and plant status module
(PSM); PSM includes the GO
methodology; provides "plant
health indicators".

RISA Fault tree An integrated package able CDC Inst. for CA86
Time depen- to perform analysis for PSA. VAX, SUN Process
dent un- Unlimited number of gates PC-DOS Technology
certainty and events, no formal limits PC-EXT.DOS Tech. Univ.
importance on number of cut sets; Berlin

Modularizes the tree and FRG
demodularizes the cut sets;
Graphical fault and event tree
editing and plotting interface
with a component failure data base.
This interface facilitates
merging of fault trees for a
given sequence of an event tree.

RISKMAN PSA Study
and update

SAIS

STARS Computer
Aided
Reli-
ability
and Safety
Analysis

Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Package;

Safety Information System; SUN
will include modules for
PSA performance based on
RISA; also
PSA information processing
and display; under development

Software Tools for Advanced PC
Reliability and Safety
Analysis; plant system
description module; hazard
identification module; system
model construction module
including fault tree, event
tree and CCF modelling;
quantitative analysis module
including fault tree and event
tree evaluation.

Pickard
Lowe &
Gar rick
Co., USA

TUV
Nord-
Deutschland
Germany;
Inst. for
Process
Technology

JRC-
ISPRA,
Italy;
RISO-
Denmark;
VTT-
Sweden

AR87

BA88

P088
P089
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Table 4.3g (continued)

Program

SUPER-NET

WESTING-
HOUSE

SAIC
PACKAGE

UITAPS

UPM-PIACR

RELPACK

Analysis

PSA study
and update
risk
oriented
decision

PSA study
and update
risk
oriented
decision
making

PSA study
and update
risk
oriented
decision

Data base
Fault Tree
Event tree
uncertainty
Sensivity
importance

Data Base
Fault tree
Event tree
Uncertainty
Sensivity
Importance

Fault tree
time depen-
dent reli-
ability
analysis

Computer
Brief Description Type

Integrated Program Package NORD, VAX
for Reliability and Risk Multiple
Assessment includes FTAP, users,
SENS, SUPERTREE, PC
(sensitivity and importance
analysis and system unavail-
ability) codes; includes
SAMPLE, FRANTIC;
SENS also generates reports.

Fully integrated PC based PC
workstation for PSA fault
tree and event tree
construction and analysis
importance and sensivity
analysis.

Fully integrated PC based PC
workstation for PSA fault
and event tree construction
fault tree linking and
reduction, MCS equation
editing and quantification

Qualitative and quantita- VAX
tive analysis of event tree Mainframe
and fault tree.
Based on SETS-SEP Code
(VAX version) with linked
codes for data base,
plot drawings, sensivity,
importance undertainty

Qualitative and quantitative CDC
analysis of event tree and + PC
fault tree. Based on SETS
SEP code (CDC version)
with linked codes running
on PC's for data base, plot
drawings, sensivity
importance, uncertainty

A weakly integrated PC IBM PC/XT/
package for FTAP 2 , FRANTIC AT
3 analysis and preprocessing
input for mainframe versions
of SETS and SEP FF graphical
input and editing. Includes
also STAGEN and MARELA,
codes for multistate
components and system
analysis

Availability
Source Ref.

ABB BES7
ATOM HR89
Sweden

Westing-
house USA
(commercial)

SAIC
USA
(commercial)

UITESA
Spain
(Commercial )

UNESA
Spain
semi
commercial

Inst. DR89
of Atomic
Energy
Poland
semi
commercial
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Table 4.3g (continued)

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer

Type
Availability

Source Ref .

THPSA Fault tree An integrated PC package
Event tree for qualitative and
Uncertainty quantitative analyses of
Importance event tree and fault tree

and plot drawings.
Max. 4000 events and 10000
MCS. Both Monte Carlo and
Moment methods are used for
uncertainty analysis.

IBM/PC/XT/ I NET of
AT 286, 386 Tsinghua

Univ.
China
(semi
commercial)

ZH89

LESSEPS
EXPRESS
EXPGSI

Package of
codes
fault trees,

Lesseps controls
matic sequencing
computations and

the auto- Mainframe
of
sensitivity

EdF France
(semi
(commercial )

AN89

state studies, includes reli-
graph models ability codes PHAMISS GSI
event trees MARKSMP, ISA

ISORAM Package An integrated package for PC/WORK-
of graphics qualitative and quantitative STATION
analyses analysis of fault trees,
FMEA graphics plotting, FMEA

reliability block diagrams,
Markör analysis

ISOGRAPH
UK

ISO 89
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Table 4.3h
Computer codes for PSA results processing

Program

EI INTERN

PRISIM

Analysis

Relia-
bility and
Risk
Oriented
Decision
Making

PSA data
processing;
Inspection
Action
Prioriti-
zation

Brief Description

Integrated reliability
analysis system for PSA
applications.

Plant Risk Status Infor-
mation on Management
System; stores large
amount (10000 MCS) of
preprocessed information;
rapid access to PSA-
related information for
decision makers (e.g.
changes in plant configura-

Computer
Type

PC

PC/XT
PC/AT
640K
memory
20MB hard
disk

Availability
Source Ref.

El-Inter- QU89
national,
USA

JBF FU87
Assoc. AP88
Inc.
USA

tion for test and maintenance);

SARA Risk
Importance,
Decision
Making

does not require previous ex-
perience on computers.

System Analysis and Risk
Assessment Software; ex-
amines risk contributor
ranking and importance
sorting of regulatory and
operational changes; data
base contains PSA dominant
sequences, event trees and
fault trees, and P and I
diagrams; evaluates core
damage frequencies.

PC
Single
user

EG & G SA87
Idaho, TU88
USA.
USNRC
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Table 4.3j
Computer codes for overall PSA results

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer
Type

Availability
Source Ref.

ESSM Relia- Essential System Status IBM Main-
bility and Monitor to aid Operator frame
Risk to carry out interactive DP S6/92
Oriented evaluations on risk arising
Decision from the unavailability of
Making essential systems. Process
+ "Living fault tree, failure data and
PSA" initiating event data with

plant configuration and outage
information, to obtain risk
estimates for planning of
maintenance and outages.

CEGB/
National
Power
Company,
UK

PU87

LESSEPS Relia- Support environment
ability programs for the automation
analysis of reliability studies;
+ "Living with the expert systems
PSA" EXPRESS and EXPGSI

PC EdF
France

AN89
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Table 4.3k

Computer Codes for State Diagram Analysis

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer
Type

Availability
Source Ref,

MARKSMP Code used
for the
anal, of
small state
graphs

IBM
Mainframe

CEP
France

GSI Code used for
anal, of large
state graphs;
is based on the
search of
sequences leading
to the failure
of the system

IBM
Mainframe

EOF
France

ISORAM code used for
Markov Anal.

ISOGRAPH
UK

ISO 89

MARKAN MARKOV Automatic Generation
CODE of transit.matrix; K/N

standby redundancy
allowed;
16 components,
10 phases capability

CDC CYBER JRC
IBM 370 Ispra
Mainframes Italy

CL83

FLOWER Markov Automation of the pro-
Code cess of the state graph;

Special techniques of
transition (probability)
matrix packing;
Solution of the system
of Kolmogorov-Chapman
differential equations
with constant and va-
riable coefficients;
processing of NPP event
sequences. Calculation
of major plant relia-
bility indicators;
calculation of the frequency

Mainframe, VNIIAES,
and Moscow
IBM/PC/AT USSR
286/386

[TA89a]
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Table 4.31
Other Codes which are Related to PSA Studies

Program Analysis Brief Description
Computer
Type

Availability
Source Ref,

FLOWER of implementation of emergencies;
number of state =10000( =500 with
variable rate);
number of transitions = 60000
{ =3000 with variable rate);
rates/intensities/ (in the form
of time functions (up to 5
function paramaters).

MAKELA Time dependent
component rel-
iability, time
dependent
system un-
availability
multistate
components
and systems.
Incorporation
of state
dependencies

Calculates dynamic system
failure probability/
dynamic unavailability,
It can describe failures
that occur in constant or
varying rate, failure pet
demand, failures caused by
common causes and human
errors. In addition to
effects of test down times
repair times, test
efficiencies, test bypass
capabilities, test caused
failures and arbitrarily
defined testing schemes
(uniform or non-uniform
staggering) can be modelled.
Multistate components and
systems and temporal changes
in pre-stochastic behavior of
the components caused by
changes in the system state.
Calculates optimum testing
frequencies for components
and allowable outage times.

rC/tt'j;,386 IAEA or
640Kb mem. "Demokr.1
IBM 360/320 N.S.S.R.
CDC 7600

PA89

PHRASE

DIAS
(BRISSO)

Human
Reliability
Assessment
Code

Statistics

Used for Human Reliability
Analysis in the context of

PC XT/AT ELECTR .
UK

PHR 89

Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Construction of the non-
parametric distribution
function of survival pro-

mainframe,
IBM/PC-XT,
AT

VNIIAES,
MOSCOW,
USSR

[TA89b]

bability time. Calculation
of the reliability index for
NPP components. Estimation
of the main value and confi-
dence interval for failure rate
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